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SU primaries yield large voter turnout RHA sponsors Winterfest
Christina Hynes
Cherie Skoczen
The Carroll News
This week's Student Union primary elections resulted in an impressive voter turnout, said Dan
Provenzano, vice co-chairperson
of elections committee.
"We were rea II y enthused about
the partlci pation, theoverwhel ming number of studentswhocame
out to vote in this primary election," said Provenzano. "It really
says something great about the
Union and the outlook students
have for it."
According to Chip Ranaletta,
vice co-chairperson of the elections committee, there were no
recounts of the ballots for the primary election because the votes
were not within a close parameter.
"It was the quickest I've ever
counted ballots."
As a resultof the primaries,junior Bishoy Mikhailandsophornore
Aaron Marinelli will run for Student Un10n Vice President in next
week's general e ecnons an unior Jamie Morris and Freshman
Ryan Daly will run for the office
of Student Union Treasurer.
According tojoe Gladstone, offcampus senator and member of
the elections corn minee, the race
was "thick with anticipation"
"I could have cut it with a knife,"
he said.
Ranalettasaid the jump in voter

and a mov1e," said Pusateri
years," she said. She added that Lori Ruk
A Scavenger Hunt. the first acwith these activities, she would Staff Reporter
Students living in residence tivity to earn hall points, w11l belike to see the SU, along with the
rest of the student body. come to- halls will compete to win a pmg- gm at 7·30 p.m 111 the SAC Conferpong table for their dorms during ence Room. There are five stugether to achieve these goals.
dents to a team.
Bill Glunz, current SU vice Winterfest '96, next week.
On Tuesday "The Roommate
The week of activities. sponpresident, said the vice
prestdent is the chair of the sored by the Res1dence Hall Asso- Game" w1ll be held at 7:30p.m. in
Review Committee, wh1ch ciation (RHA), will be held Febru- the Wolf-n-Pot The game has a
11
format simtlar to "The Newlywed
oversees aII chartered orga- ary 19 to the 22.
1t really says
"It's a week of fun to take our Game" where roommates try to
niza tions.
"The office of v1ce presi- mmds off the w1ntcr blues," said match answers, sa1d Lucas
something great
Hall Feud wh1ch is played hke
RHA rnernberClaud1a Mooney
dent is in charge of Home
This annual event allows stu- "Fam ily Feud," will be held
coming Weekend, which
about the Union and
includes the Block Party, the dents to compete in eventS and Wednesday. Feb. 21 at 6 p.m. in the
pep rally and the dance on earn points for their residence SAC Conference Room Teams are
the outlook students Saturday,
as well as the halls. "The residence hall with the made up of five students competChristmas formal and ev- most points at the end of the week ing to win hall points.
have for it."
Sophomore Andrea Cawley
erything that goes into it," wins a ping-pong table,"said Pubwas a member of the champion
licity Chairperson Sandy Lucas.
he said.
In addition to earning hall Hall Feud team last year. "It was a
Dan Provenzano
If elected to office of vice
president, Marinelli said, "I points, all event winners will re- good activity to build morale
want to abolish the atten- ceive T-shirrs,said RHA President within the dorms," she sa1d. "I'm
lookmg forward to being involved
dance
policy and work on a longer Erik Martinez.
unopposed for Student Union
RHA ts encouraging student this year."
President, sophomore Sherrie visitation policy, perhaps a 24Six events arc scheduled for
Mikhail who is running unop- hour visitation policy. I will do involvement , said Martinez.
posed for Secretary and uniorTim whateverthe students want, and 1 "Hopefully,aII eight halls will have Thursday, the final day of
W\1\\~r(e..,.\ \t.'\\n ~n~1 P.n~. h<'r,\n'-'>
tea\n~ \n \hl· (01\"\fl'\.'\H\Vt.• -.·vt!n\.._ ,..
Brainard and sophomore ]ames will try and [u\fi\1 thC'ir neC'd~"
u iv
i g
j
1
'
Katie Pusateri, chairperson of will compete In th• lndlviduar
will bring to the vice presidency
Chief justice.
Winterfest,sa•d
that participation activity to see whocaneat the most
Tavolariosaid that if elected she the experience to success[ull y oris
a
key
to
the
success
of the week. jello through a straw.
ganize
the
Homecoming
Block
will bring to the presidency and
All students will have the op"We
need
student
participanon
to
Party
and
dance,
Christmas
forthe Student Union a sense of unity
portunity
to "Pie the RA ," from 3
maketheweekfun-filledand
posimal, as well as revive the rev1ew
across the Carroll campus.
p.m. to 5 p.m. mthe Atrium. Stutive,"
she
said.
cornminee.
"I
will
also
continue
"1n order to do so, 1 would like
Winterfest begins next Mon- dents will receive three tries to
the fine work of the Academic
to continue our various services
day
at 5:30 p.m. in the cafeteria throw a pie at an RA for $L The
such as FOCUS and Project Gold , Committee with the professor/
with
Carroll's version of the MTV money raised will go to the Mulbut at the same time bring back course evaluations," he said.
dating
game, "Singled Out." Stu- tiple Sclerosis foundation, said
see
ELECTIONS,
page
3
the many activities lost in past
dents interested in being the main Lucas. The dorm that donates the
contestant should return the sign- most money will receive the points
up form they receive under their for this activity.
The Chubby Bunny contest
dorm
room door to the box in the
out
their
experiences."
[Baseball] League, and he is bitter
will
be held at Sp.m in the Atrium.
Residence
Life
Office.
The
contesDrain said her JCU advanced
he never made it to the Major
According
to Lucas, winners are
then
be
randomly
setantS
will
League because color barriers were composition class studied urban
those who can stuff the most
lected
from
all
forms
received.
education
and
social
problems
last
never broken. Htsson now has the
Other students interested in marshmallows in their mouths
chance to play football, but his fa- semester which resulted in the
participating
should arrive at the and say "Chubby Bunny."
ther makes him quit the team to four students' participation in this
The Snow Sculpting contest,
cafeteria
early
and see an RHA
get a job. It shows how the father is program. "They were very motiweatherpermitting,
will be judged
over-bearing on the kid. It's the vated to go beyond class to apply member "The winning couples
see
WINTER,
page 3
will receive certificates ford inner
see BRIDGES, page 3
story of a struggle between a father and a son."
At the first session, the tenthgraders explored articles and
newspaper clippings from the
1950's. "We wanted rogivethe kids
an idea of what was going on at
the rime the play was written,"
Yandek said. He added that the
students then created headlines
for newspapers featuring what
they thought were the most notewonhy events of the '50's.
During the last two sessions,
the students read and acted out
the play. "It's a play that uses urban
dialect," Drain sa1d. "It's a play
about pain and hope, and everyone in the room was moved by the
way these kids undersLOod Wilson and his language."
Throughout the mini-course,
the students utilized the computers in the O'Malley Center computer classroom. "Most of the stud ems don't go to schools with
state-of -the-art computer labs,"
Drain said. "The one in the
It takes some heavy equipment to keep the lots cleared in the dead of winter.
O'Malley Center helps to round

turnout will hopefully show a
trend ingreaterinterestinSUelections.
Other candidates in next week's
general elections include junior
Dora lice Tavolariowho is running

JCU students build bridges with community
Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor

"Building Bndges, Not Fences"
was the title of a three-week minicourse held for inner-city tenth
gradersatjohnCarroll University
last semester.
The students, who attend high
schools s uch as john Hayandjohn
Adams, are part of the Ohio State
Young Scholars program.
Four John Carroll students
helped Sheila Drain, professor of
English, with the Saturday morning mini-sessions. Freshmen Jodi
Glading, Casey Yandek, Shane
Sublerand Kyle Reynolds assisted
the tenth-graders.
According to Drain, many of
the tenth graders potentially will
be the first-generation of college
students in their families. Because
of their talents, they are being
groomed for college entrance
through the Young Scholars program, Drain said.
"[The program] makes them
able to bridge between the city and
the suburb, between htgh school
and college," Drain said.
Last semester's course was designed around the African American play," Fences," by August Wilson
"1t'sthe story about a black family," Reynolds said. "It portrays a
father who is a star in the Negro

Plowing the way
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Resident Assistant selection process underway
Lori Ruk
Staff Reporter

More than IOOsophomoresand
juniors have applied to be part of

ALL ON
-

THURSDAYS

88.7WUJC

RA positions must complete an
applicat ion, attend three RA
classes and undergo an interv iew.
The application itself is an out-

~~~rnM·~~-~~~;

.•-..-t'- !nudents to express

rcsidcn r assisra n 1 select ions for rhe
1996-97 school year, said Eleanor
Finger, assistam director of residence life for res ident education
and community development.
"The process is amazing beca use it's fai r tO all candidates,"
said Finger, who is in charge of th e
selection and training for RAs.
"F.ach ca ndidate is really fought
for unti l the end."
Students who are applying for

their imcrcsr in joining rh e sraff.
The RA classes cover the five developme ntal stages of college students proposed by t heorist Lee
Upcraf t, said Finger.
The five areas are personal
value systems, intelligence and
academic competence, interpersonal relationships, career and
lifestyle choices, and sexua l identities a nd intimacy, said Finger.
According to Donna Byrnes,

JCU's NEW HOTSPOT
Big-Mug Night $3.00 (any mug)
W.U.J.C. D.J.

TUESDAY

TnvRSDAY

FRIDAY&SAr.

LADIES NIGHT
Ladies drink foor a $1.00

24 oz Budweiser Mugs $2.00

SORORITY AND FRATERNITY PARTIES FOR FREE
LOCATED AT 5100 MAYFIELD,
5 MIN. FROM CAMPUS
461-8774

HAPPY HOUR 12-7 P.M. TALL BOYS $1.00

d irector of housing, the classes in·
volve small group discussions
based on the ca ndidates' own experiences involving the developmelltalleve\s. Thetii'CMaJ~-IIIHie&
by currem RAs and hall directors.
The last class deals with first im pressions and how to give effective feedback to people, said
Byrnes.
One assignment required of all
candidates who would like to interview is a written autobiography. Thisiscomposedaround the
five issues and how these have
been affected by how the applica nt grew up, where he or she is
current ly on these topics and
where they are projecting they will
be, said Byrnes. Finger or Byrnes
will read the autobiographies.
According to Finger, the fin al
step in the RA application process

is the inte rview. The interview
team is comprised of Byrnes, Finger and a group of hall directors,
current RAs and students. This
pauel5makeu.p.isa-w8¥:SQ.4-I&I"&

all people involved with RAswill
be represented," said Finger.
"[ have a lot of respec t for the
process we use," she said. "It challenges people to look at themselves
and who the y are."
[n addition to the interviews
the applicants are eva I ua ted
through their RA classes, recommenda tions and their commitment to th.e position.
The interviews for female cand idates began February 12, said
Byrnes. The male applicants will
interview during the last two
weeks of March .
"The RA process takes a lot of

see RA, page 3
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ELECTIONS
continued from page 1
Current SU Secretary Valene
Hartman said the main responsibility of the SU secretary 1s to
record the mmutes at Student
Union meeting. The secretary is
alsorespons1ble for keepingattendance of SU Senators Senators
may nor miss more than three SU
meetings,she said. "I have to make
sure they fulf ill their duties," she
ad Jed.
The secretary also assembles
the Freshman Record and organizes the Big Broth er / Big Sister
program and weekend . The secretary also ove rsees the Information
Commiu ee, which is responsible
for surveying t he student body on
var ious issues, and t he Publicity
and Publications Committee,
which publishes a bi-weekly SU
newsletter.
"I will try to keep the Student
Union running in an orderly fashion," said Sherrie Mikhail. "I want
to make sure everyone's message
gets out to the student body by
keepi ng accurate minutes of each
meeting."
jason Stevens, current SU treasurer, said the SU treasurer is in
charge of working with the manager of the Video Store to make
sure the store's books are properly
kept.
The treasurer is also respon si blefor the revenuesand expenses
of th e Student Union, he said. "The
treasureralsoworks with the other
executive officers to propose the
fiscal budget for the year and make
sure we adhere to it," he said. Additional! y, the treasurer assembles
and sells the Student Union di s·
count card package and organizes
theannual3 on 3 basketball tournament.

RA
continued from

p~ge

2

timeandenergy,"she said. "People
don 't apply if they're not serious
about the position and genuinely
committed to follow through."
The select ion method is one
Finger strongly supports.
"I'm confident that people who
apply for this job do not leave
empty-handed whether they're
offered a posi tion or nor ," she said.
"They walk away with a greater
understanding of themselves,
their values, and how they communicate."
According to Byrnes, RAs rece ive room and board , 10 percent
disco unts at the bookstore, a student parking pe rmit and a $500
stipend spread over 10 months.

"(If elected,!! willdomybestto
serve the school and the students
and to represent their voices tn the
Student Union," sard Daly.
Morris said th at if elected, he
"will do ever}•thing 111 [his! power
to make next year's Executive
Board the best it can be."
"I'll do everything to sell as
many discount cards as possible
to raise money so the Union can
put on a better Homecoming, a
better Christmas formal and a better Welcome Back Week. I'm also
looking forward to working with
the organizations on the SABB."
CurrentSUChiefJustice Bishoy
Mikhail said the chief justice is
the head of th e judicial branch of
the SU and heads th e SU's judicial
board. "If there is an infringement
o f the St udent Union constitution
and a charge is brought up, the
case is heard by the judicial board
with six justices, including the
chief justice," he said. He added
that chief justice helps with Operation Focus and runs class officer elections, the freshman elections, and the SU executive elections (if not a candidate in them.)
"If elected, I want to improve
the election committee even more
than it improved this year," said
Brainard. "I want to discuss issues
that haven 't been discussed to the
ex tent they s hould have been. I
want to bring the Student Union
Senate to the students because
that's w ha t o ur purpose is, and if
we're not doing what we're supposed to do, then there's no real
point for a Student Union Senate."
Sulliva n said, "If elected, I will
cham pion the cause of social justice as well as administrative justice."
General elecnons Will be th1s
Mu a
-uesda Ill Lh
Atrium.

However, moti vation fo r becoming an RA extends beyond these
benefits, she said.
Sophomore Steve Conway said
he is looking forward to the ch allenges he w ill face if selected as an
RA. "I thi nk it's a good opportunitytoget involved, to meet people
and to gain responsibilities," he
said.
Kiki Ha senohrl , sophomore,
said she has seen what being an
RA can do for a student. "My
brother[ George Hasenohrllwasan
RA," she said. "It was such a posi tive experience for learning about
himself and others, and it could
be for me," she added.
Although the selection committee looks for certain qualities
in an RA, such as a good sense of
self, integrity, and honesty, Finger

NEWS
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BRIDGES
continued from page 1
it," she said. "!The JCU students!
are mterested in writing, literatureand applying classroom 1deas
to the real world. They're also interested in building bridges between communities."
Reynolds said he decided to
help with the mini-course because
he thoug ht it would be interesting. "I'm interested in English,"
Reynolds said. ~r thoughtitwould
be good to get others interested in
English, too."
Another mini-course through
the Young Scholars program will
run this semester after Spring
Break, Drain said.
"Ou r mnercitystudentsareterrific," Drain said. "I've found them
to be very exciting students ... passionately involved in their work"
She added that she wantsjohn
Carroll to have an on-going relationship with the community.
"We need to intersect more - the
suburb and the city," she said.

Student Union debates tonight in Jardine Room
Debates for the candidates in the Student Union General
Election will be tonight at 9 p.m. in the Jardine Room.

"Let's Talk" speak-out tonight in Murphy Room
A "Let's Talk" speak-out on the issues of race, sex and class
will be held tOnight (Feb. IS) in the Murphy Room. Topics
such as "Are yousrck of the politically correct?'and "lsjCU
too liberal o r not liberal enoughr wtll be addressed. The
speak-out is sponsored by Black United Students Association,
Student Life and the Office of Multicultural Affairs. Refreshments will be served.

Little Sibs Weekend update
Little Sibs Weekend, sponsored by RH A, has at least 230 pa1d
participants who are in support of the weekend, said Frank
Feola, treasurer of RHA, at Tuesday's SU meeung Tht.'
weekend w1ll begin on Saturday, feb. 24.

WINTER
continued from page 1
at 6 p m. on the quad and the A1r
Band Contest will be at 7:30 p.m.
in the Wolf-n-Pot. Students are to
dress like a music group and perform a lip sync routine .
At midnight a basketball
shoo t-o ut will take place in rhe
auxiliary gym. The three contests
are the three point s hoot-out, the
free throw contest and the granny
freethrow. 'Thegrannyfreet hrow
is a competitio n where students
shoot underhanded," said Lucas.
Students can stg n up for all
Winterfest events except "Singled
L" o u
t
flee.
said there is not one set RA mold.
"Because of their determination, interest and hard work, we
work JUSt as hard to make it arewarding experience, w ha rever th e
o utcome," said finger.
"I ca n teach the nuts and bolts
of the job, but you can't teach
someone to be a humanist , to care
or togo the extra distance," Finger
said. "That comes from within."
Senior Kathryn Kane,acurrent
RAin Mil lor Hall, said she understands what the applica ntsare going through. "Be natural and don't
put too much pressure on yoursell," she advised.
Millor RA Tracey Palczewski
said applying to bean RAisagreat
experience whether one gets the
job or not . "You'll walk away learnmg about yourself and others."

B.U.S.A. f undraising to honor Sharika Pitts
The Black Um ted Students Association rs collccung dona
tions for the Sharrka Pitts Memorial Scholarship Fund and
sponsoring a Talent Show Extravaganza which w1ll take
place Friday, feb. 23 a t 7:30p.m. in Kulas A udnonum
Tickets are $4 and donations are accepted. In November of
1993, Pitts, ajCU freshman, was the victim of a fatal domesnc
violence d 1spute.

Junior Off-<:am pus Senator appointed
A bill to appoint Dan Bizga to the Junior Class Board m the
position of j unior Class Off -Campus Senator passed unamm ously at Tuesday's SU meeting.

Project GOLD needs volunteers
Tutors are needed every week from 4-6:30 p.rn. at T'am1ly
Transiuona\ 11ousi for people who arc trym!!, 10 p,ett lwtr
One co-chair is
fort he trips to St.
an's House of
Hospitality for the soup kitchen every Saturday from lla.m.
to 1 p.m. Anyone mrerested should call jason McMinn ,
chairperson of ProjeCt GOLD at 397-5181.

Dining Out For Life
The AIDS Housing Council is sponsoring Dimng Out For Life
in which area restaurants donate 30 percent of a person's bill
to the council. Project GOLD needs greeters in the restaurants to thank the participants for coming and inform them
of the event. Anyone interested should contact McMinn.

News Briefs were co mpiled by Christi na Hynes, news editor,
and Cherie Skoczen, assistant news editor.

ICALL BIRTHRIGHT great scores ...
Pr§Qnant? Need Help?
l.AKE'M)OD

CLE\/ElAND

PN'IMA

Z!&6S96

4116-2800

681-6400

HOTLINE1

Nominations for Beaudry Award
JCU STUDENI'S FACUL1Y AND STAFF

John Carroll University is seeking nominations for the Beaudry Award, given to a graduating senior

OWNED BY MICHAEL DAY JCU ALUMUS

who has been voted by the senior class as most deserving of this honor. The award is presented at the
Commencement exercises in May.

great
teachers ...

The Beaudry Award recognizes outstanding service in the following areas:
Leadership, AcademicAchievement, Setvice to the University and/or community, and Chrisitian life.

Kaplan helps you focus
your test preP. study
where you neea it most.
Our teachers will show
you the P.roven skills and
test-tal<.ing techniques
to help you ...

FLO~RS . PLANTS,BALL(X)NS

FTD WIRE SERVICE
10% DISCOUNT FOR CASH & CARRY
PURCHASE WITH I.D.

4 MINUTE WALK FROM CAMPUS
INDIANS BASKETS AND BAlLOONS

932

7550

Anyone in the University Community may submit a nomination. Complete the nomination fonn
describing the nominee's achievements in each of the areas listed above. 'These fonns are available in
-.
the office of Campus Ministry
Please include a description of the nominee am Rdurn the form to the Oftice of Campus Ministry by

Mardll, 1996

get a higher

score

KAPLAN

CALL 1-800-KAP·TEST
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Resident Assistant selection process underway
Lori Ruk
Staff Reporter

More than lOOsophomoresand
juniors have applied to be part of
tMt~~~~~~~-n~m~i~
rcsrdc nr as~isra n t selections for- 1 he

THURSDAYS

88.7WWC

!996-97 school year, said Eleanor
Finge r, assistant director of residence li fe for resident education
and community development.
"The process is amazing because it 's fair to all candidates,"
said Finger, who is in c harge of the
election and train in g for RAs.
"Each candidate is really fought
for until the end."
Students who are applying for

RA positions must complete an
applica tion, attend three RA
classes and undergo an interview.
The application itself isanout-\a-t&..1llow ~udents to ex-press
their imeresr in joining rhe staff.
The RA classes cover the five developmenta l stages of college students proposed by theorist Lee
Upcraf t, said Finger.
The five areas are personal
value syste ms, intelligence and
academic competence, interpersonal relationships. career and
lifestyle choices, and sexual identities a nd intimacy, said Finger.
According to Donna Byrnes,

director of housing, the classes involve small group discussions
based on the candidates' own experiences involving the developmental\~\& The
led.
by current RAsand hall directors.
The last class deals with first impressions and how to give effective feedback to people, said
Byrnes.
One assignment required of all
candidates who would like to in terview is a written autobiography. This is composed around the
five issues and how these have
been affected by how the applicant grew up, where he or she is
currently on these topics and
where they are projecting they will
be, said Byrnes. Finger or Byrnes
will read the autobiographies.
According to Finger, the fi na I
step in the RA application process

The Carroll News, February 15, 1996

is the interview. The interview
team is comprised of Byrnes, Finger and a group of hall directors,
current RAs and students. This
paael'& naake.&pisa~ft~N-.ua
all people involved wirh RA s will
be represented ," said Finger.
"I have a lot of respect for the
process we use," she said. "It challenges people to look at themselves
and who they are."
In addition to the interviews
th e applicants are eva\ uated
through their RA classes, recommendations and th eir commitment to th.e position.
The interviews for fema le candidates began February 12, said
Byrnes. The male applicants will
interview during the las t two
weeks of March.
"TheRA process takes a lot of

see RA, page 3

Current SU Secretary Valerie
Han man said the mam responsibility of the SU secretary is 10
record the minutes at Student
Union meeting. The secretary is
also responsible for keepingattendance of SU Senators. Senators
may not miss more than three SU
meetings, she said. "I have to make
sure they fulfill their duties," she
adJed.
The secretary also assembles
the Freshman Record and organizes the Big Brothe r / Big Sister
program and weekend . The secretary also oversees the Information
Comm ittee, which is responsible
for surveyi ng the student body on
var ious issues, and the Publicity
and Publications Committee,
which publishes a bi-weekly SU
newsletter.
"I wi ll try to keep the Student
Union running in an orderly fash ion," said Sherrie Mikhail "I want
to make sure everyone's message
gets out to the stude nt body by
kee ping accurate minutes of each
meeti ng."
jason Stevens, current SU treasurer, said the SU treasurer is in
charge of working with the manager of th e Video Store to make
sure the store's books are properly
kept.
The treasurer is a lso responSIble for the reven uesand expenses
oftheStud entUnion,hesaid. "The
treasureralsoworks with the other
exec utive officers to propose the
fisc al budget forthe year and make
sure we adhere to it," he said. Addi tiona]\ y, the treasurer assembles
and sells the Student Union discount card package and organizes
theannual3-on-3 basketball tour
nament.

RA
continued from
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ti me and energy," she said. "People
don 't a pply if they're not serious
about the position and genuinely
committed to follow through ."
T he selection method is one
Finger strongly supports.
"I'm confident that people who
apply for this job do not leave
empty-handed whether they're
offered a position or not," she sa id .
'T hey walk away with a greater
understanding of themselves,
their values, and how they communicate."
According to Byrnes, RAs receive room and board , lO percent
discounts at the bookstore, a student parking permit and a $500
st ipend spread over 10 months.
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"[If elected,!l will do my best to BRIDGES
serve the school and the students
and to represent their voices in the continued from page 1
it," she said. 1ThejCU students!
Student Union," sa1d Daly.
Morns sa1d that if elected, he are interested in writing, litera"wi ll do everything in [his! power tureandapplyingclassroom 1deas
to make next year's Executive to the real world. They're also interested in building bridges beBoard the best It can be."
"I'll do everything to sell as tween communities."
Reynolds said he decided to
many dtscount cards as possible
helpwith themini'i:ourse because
10 raise money so the Umon can
put on a better Homecoming, a he thought it wot.~ld be interestbetterCh ristmas formal and a bet- ing. "I'm interested in English,"
ter Welcome Back Week. I'm also Reynolds said. "I thought it would
be good to get others interested in
looking forward to working with
English, too."
the organizations on the SABB."
Another mini-course through
CurrentSUChiefjusticeBishoy
the Young Scholars program will
Mikhail said the chief justice is
run this semester after Spnng
the head of the jud icial branch of
Break, Drain sa1d.
the SU and heads the SU's JUdicial
"Our innercitystudenrsare terboard "If there is an infringement
rific," Drain said. "I've found them
of the Student Union constitution
and a charge is brought up, the to be very excitingstudents ... pascase is heard by the judicial board sionately involved in their work."
She added that she wants john
with six justices, including the
chief justice," he said. He added Carroll to have an on-going relathat chief justice helps with Op- tionship with the comm un ity.
eration Focus and runs cla ss of- "We need to intersect more - the
ficer elections, the freshman elec- suburb and the city," she said.
tions, and the SU executive election s (i f not a candidate in them.) WINTER
"If elected , l want to improve continued from page 1
the election committee even more
than it improved this year," said at 6 p.m. on the quad and the A1r
Brainard "I want to discuss issues Band Contest will be at 7:30p.m.
that haven't been discussed to the in the Wolf -n-Pot. Students are to
extent they should have been. I dress like a music group and perwant to br ing the Student Union form a lip sync routine.
Senate to the students because
At m id night a basketball
that's what our purpose is, and if shoot-out will take place in the
we're not doing what we're sup- auxiliary gym. The three comesrs
posed to do, then there's no real are the three point shoot-out, t he
point for a Student Union Senate." freethrowcontestand the granny
Sullivan said, "If elected , I will free throw. "Thegrannyfree throw
champion the cause of social jus- is a competition where studems
tice as well as administrative jus- shoot under handed," said Lucas.
tice."
Students ca n sign up for a ll
General elections will be this \'limerfesr evenrsexcept "Singled
Mon
1uesd
in
"o
u
lo flce.
Atrium.
However, motivation fo r becoming an RA extends beyond these
benefits, she said.
Sophomore Steve Conway said
he is looking forwa rd to the challenges he will face if selected as an
RA. "l think it's a good opportunity to get involved ,tomeet people
and to gain responsibilities," he
said.
Kiki Hasenohrl , sophomore ,
said she has seen what being an
RA can do for a student. "My
brother[ George Hasenohrl!wasan
RA," she said. "It was such a positive experience for learning about
himself and others, and it could
be for me," she added.
Although the selec tion committee looks for certain qualities
in an RA, such as a good sense of
self, integrity, and honesty, Finger

satd there is not one set RA mold .
"Because of their determination, interest and hard work, we
work just as hard to make it a rewarding experience, whatever the
outcome," said Finger.
"I can teac h the nuts and bolts
of the job, but you can't teach
someone to be a humanist, to care
or to go the extra distance," Finger
said. "That comes from within"
Senior Kathryn Kane ,a current
RAin Millor Hall, said she understands what theapplicantsaregoing through. "Be natural and don't
put too much pressure on yo urself," she advised.
Millor RA Tracey Palczewski
saidapplyingtobean RA is a great
experience whether one gets the
jobornot. "You'll walkaway learning about yourself and others."

Student Union debates tonight in Jardine Room
Debates for the candidates m the Student Union General
Election will be tonight at 9 p.m. in the Jardine Room.

"Let's Talk" speak-out tonight in Murphy Room
A "Let's Talk" speak-out on the issues of race, sex and class
will be held tonight (Feb.l5) in the Murphy Room. Topics
such as "Are you srck of the politically correct?" a nd "IsjCU
too liberal or not liberal enough?" wi ll be addressed. The
speak-out is sponsored by Black United Students Association,
Student L1fe and the Office of Multicultural Affairs. Refreshments will be served.

Little Sibs Weekend update
Lmle Srbs Weekend, sponsored by RIIA, has at least 230 paid
partrcipanrs who arc in support of the weekend, sa rd Frank
Feola, treasurer of RH A, at-, uesday's SU mceung. The
weekend will begin on Saturday, Feb. 24.

B.U.S.A. [ undraising to honor Sharika Pitts
The Black Umted Students Assoc1at to n is collecting donations for the Shanka Pitts Memorial Scholarship Fund and
sponsoring a Talent Show Extravaganza which w11ltake
place Friday, Feb. 23 at 730 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium.
Tickets are $4 and donations are accepted. In November of
1993, Pitts, aJCU freshman, was the VICLim of a fatal domestic
violence dispute.

Junior Off -<:am pus Senator appointed
A bill to appoint Dan Bizga to thejumor Class Board in the
posrtion of Junior Class Off-Campus Senator passed unani
mously at Tuesday's SU meeting.

Project GOLD needs volunteers
Tutors are needed every week from 4-6:30 p.m. at Family
Transi tional l
for pcop\(' who ~retry in> m
their
One co-c hair is
for the trips to St. Herman's House of
Hospitality for the soup kitchen every Saturday from lla.m
to 1 p.m. Anyone interested should call jason McMmn
chairperson o[ Project GOLD at 397-5181.

Dining Out For Life
The AJDS Housing Council is sponsoring Dining Out For Life
in which area restaurants donate 30 percent of a person's bill
to the counciL Project GOLD needs greeters in the restaurants to thank the participants for coming and inform them
of the event. Anyone interested should contact McMinn

News Briefs were compiled by Christina Hynes, news editor.
and Cherie Slwczen,assistant news editor.
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Nominations for Beaudry ~ward

JCU's NEW HOTSPOT
TUESDAY

TnuRSDAY

FRIDAY&SAT.

Big-Mug Night $3.00 (any mug)
W.U.J.C. D.J.
LADIES NIGHT
Ladies drink foor a $1.00

24 oz Budweiser Mugs $2.00

SORORITY AND FRATERNITY PARTIES FOR FREE
LOCATED AT 5100 MAYFIELD,
5 MIN . FROM CAM P US
461-8774
HAPPY HOUR 12-7 P.M. TALL BOYS $1.00

JCU STUDENTS FACUL'IY AND STAFF

John Carroll University is seeking nominations for the Beaudry Award, given to a graduating senior

OWNED BY MICHAEL DAY JCU ALUMUS

who has been voted by the senior class as most deserving of this honor. The award is presented at the
Commencement exercises in May.

FLOV{ERS,PLANTS, BALLCX)NS

FTD WIRE SERVICE
10% DISCOUNT FOR CASH & CARRY
PURCHASE WITH I.D.

4 :MINUTE WALK FROM CAMPUS
INDIANS BASKETS AND BAlLOONS

932

7550

The Beaudry Award recognizes outstanding service in the following areas:
.Leadership, AcademicAchievement, Service to the University and/or comnumily, and Chrisition life.
Anyone in the University Community may submit a nomination. Complete the nomination fonn
describing the nominee's achievements in each of the areas listed above. 1bese fonns are available in
the office of Campus Ministry
Please include a description of the nominee also. Rdum the fotm to the Otlice of Campus Ministry by
March 1, 1996

great
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Kaplan helps you focus
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where you neea it most.
Our teachers will show
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Telecommunication laws to
open new markets
Joe Wholley
Asst. Int. News & Busmess Editor

President Clinton s1gned a bill
Thursday that will revamp the
telecommunications indus try and
also spur new baules between giant communications and media
conglomerates.
The s1gning of this bill eliminates regulations and opens competitiveopportunit ies for local and
long-distance companies as well
as cable relev~sion.
The bill is expected to cause
mergers and acquisitions, but in
the long run, it will most ltkely
knock down monopolies in local
telephone and cable services. In
order fo r many of the smaller local telecommunications companies to survive and remain com petiti ve, they will have to merge
with other companies that provide wider services.
One battle that wi tt result from
Clinton'sapproval w ill be the fight
be tween telephone companies for
eac h other's ma rkets.
According to AT&T's chairman, Robert E. A!len ,hiscompany
hopes to provide local te lephone
service in every state, and to take
over one-third of the ma rket from
regional Bel l companies in the

near future Allen also said that
he hopes to provide his customers
with d1fferem loca 1, long-d !Stance
and telev1s1on services.
AT&T plans on gaining some
local telephone markets by leasmg local telephone capacity from
the regional Bell servtces and by
investing in their own local telecomm un ica tions networks.
The new bill will allow the Bell
phone services to provide longdistance service within one year.
Some experts are predicting a
merger of Bell Atlantic which services the mid-Atlantic region, and
NYNEX which services New York
and New England. This would
allow the combined two to compete with AT&T in the long-distance and local service telecommunications markets.
In addition to lift ing com periLive regulations, the bill will block
indecent sexual mater ial from bein g transmined over computer
networks, an act tha t has many
civilli berty groups in an uproa r.
The American Civi l Liberties
Union sought a court mjunction
against the bill's provis ions that
wo ul d allow officials to fine a nd
i:nprison those that make indece nt sexua l materialavailableover

computer networks
The bill also aims at teducmg
the amount of violence on television.lt puts pres ure on televiswn
broadcasters to develop a system
for raring the violence that appears on their shows and to initiate monitoring of television content. The new law requires manufacturers of television sets tomsratl a V-ch ip in every television
set. When content is deemed indecent, the broadcasters wilt be
required to send out a signal to Vchips that allow parents to automatically blockanyprogram with
a code. Commercial broadcasters
areagainst the V-chipand violence
rating ideas,andsome have threatened to c hallenge the law in court.
Clinron has in vited representatives of the entertainment industr y to meet w ith him on Fe b.
29 to d isc uss ways of red ucing the
amount of violence on television
and to establish a new system of
progrram rating.
Experts say that although the
bill has risks of ca using large
mergers a nd acquisitions, it does
provide the cha nce for lower prices
to be offered wh ile allowing for
more com petition in the telecom mu n ica ti ons markets.
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Most reporters face dilemmas
wnh regard to what and what
not to cover
For Israeli reporter Ronni
Shaked car bombs, road blocks
and snipers are encountered on a
daily basis considering the tumu ltuousarea Shaked reportson.
But as Shaked sees tt. he wields
the most powerful weapon of all
-the pen. A former agent 111 the
Israeli secretservice,Shaked now
encounters many of the same
peri ls as he reports for Yedioth
Ahronotil, a daily Israeli paper.
Shaked vi ired john Carroll
Universi ty last Wednesday w
speak tostudentscounesyof the
Cleveland Plain Dea lerand AntiDefamation League
"We ljournalistsl are the caucus, thegroupof people tha t must
give the people the information
they need ," sa id Shaked.
However, for Shaked, gett ing
that inform ation often proves
more t reacherous tha n m aking a
few phone calls Shaked pointed
to the use of press signs in cars.
Reporters used to post those signs
in t he cars. As soon as the milita ry started us ing th ose signs,
ene mies stop ped d iscriminating
between reporters and sold iers.

"It 's not easy roger place to place
in the country, Gaza Strip and
West Bank," said Shaked "To get
to the city of Hebron, I spoke to
the Israeli soldiers Ito get through
the road block] and told my friend
it was my turn 10 do the talking.
When we got to the Palestinian
road block , my friend sa1d, 'Now
you don't ta Ik'"
Shaked said reporting is a dangerous job,
but the reporter needs
sources, a connect ion of
people who w1ll call as
soon as something happens. According to
Shaked , the reporter
must know the history,
political problems and
rhe history of 1he problems 1n the area.
"Often there are tears
m your eyes and blood
in yo ur h ea rt w hen
you're writing the story,"
he said. "Israe lis a democracy and
we're proud of that. If there's a viola tion th at !democracy] the Israeli
reporters brought the story out. "
"It's a fight for democracy everyday,"continuedShakedspeaking of the Palestinian elections a
co uple weeks ago. "A ballot box
was lost a nd laterrecovered. There
was not a word in th e Palestinian

Dole gains little momentum for
N.H., Buchanan continuing threat
Bob Dote, a w inner on his home
ground in Iowa , carries litt le mow
m mum inw next Tues y·
Ham ps hirea w ith th e fresh tandem of opponent s who threaten
hi s path to the Republican presi dential n01111nation that has
eluded him for so long.
Dole lef t the two men who
vexed him the most ml995and in
the early weeks of 1996, Texas Sen.
Phil Gramm and publishe r Steve
Forbes, buried in the deep soil of
the Iowa prairies.
His fa ilure ro break 30 perce nt
in a state wh ere he had decisively
defeated Vice Presi dent George
Bush in 1988 forces him into what
could be a to ugher challenge in
New Ha mpshire.
The ideological purity of the

Se nate majority leader will be serious!y questioned by conservati ve comme maror Pa tr ick j.
Buchanan, who exceeded expect · lO
o
l
1 low
v·
a second -place fin ish, onl y a few
points beh ind Dole. And for mer
Tennessee governor Lamar
Alexander, who also surged in the
last few days to take rh1rd place m
Iowa, will play generational politics by suggesting even more forcibly that the 72-year-old senator
can no t beat President Clinton and
is no r the right man to be "the first
president of the next century."
In New Hampshire, Bucha nan
will be in familia r territory with
the back ing of the state's largest
newspaper, the Manchester Union
Leader,and the record of winning
one-third of the vote agai nst President Bush there in I992.
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papers. The Israeli papers covered a," he said.
Because of the dangers invel ved for the sources of these reporrs,Shaked said that he wrestles
with issues each dayregarding the
power of hIS pen "Sources don 't
want to give names,"hesatd . "They
are in a dangerous Situation.
Sometimes I can get away with-
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IRA bom b ing threa t e n s p eace negot iati ons
Shortly after an Irish Republ1can Army bombmg on an East
London neighborhood. the Irish prime minister,John Bruton cnucized Britain'ssrance on peace negotiations over Northern Ireland,
resulung in what the l.RA.'s (Xlht!cal tcpresentatives said is a
collapse of the peace negotiation effort. The bomb exploded just
after the I.R.A called off a 17-monrh-old cease-fire. The explosion
killed 2 people and wounded 100. All sides have stressed that the
bom bshould not bean end tot he peaceful efforts to keep on hern
Ireland p-art of Britain, or untte it with the predominant ly Roman
Catholic Republic of Ireland
Sesame Street does Russia
T he U.S. Agency for Internationa l Development recently contributed $2 mill ion to develop "Uli tsa Sezam," t he Russ ian version
of "Sesame Street,'"mtrod uced in Moscow last week The program
is d rawing criti ism from Russian nationalists that said the show
imposes American cultura l tmpenahsm.

our using a name because of my
reputation."
Shaked conducts his interviews in person, though, because
"I must look in his eyes to see what
he is feeling. I must find the tr uth."
"The med ia is a wea pon, exact! y like a missile," said Shaked.
Terrorism is just one illustration of that fact. According to
Shak ed , terrorism 's goal is
ac hieved if there is a lot of blood
and pictures a nd many people
will be afraid . "Terrorists don't
wantjustto ki II. The terror ist kills
to get th e attention of ot hers,
maybe a change in policy. If the
media is not going to cover it... It's
a circular pattern," said Shaked

Apple Computers to remain inde p e ndant
Apple Computers Inc. announced last week that it p lans to
rema in an independent company under its newcha1rman,Gilbcrt
F. Amelio.Apple blamed recemspeculaoonsabout a possible merger
[or making the company's bleak financial future look even worse.
The company announced last week tha t il lS not participa ti ng in
any merger dis ussions with any party a t this ri me.
Chrysler wins stockholder battle
After a 15-month battle, a settlement between Chrysler a uto
makers and Kirk Kerkorian was reached last Fr iday Kerkoria n, a
billionaire w ho had been unhappy with the auto ma ker's stock
pr ice, was campa igni ng for the co mpany to give some of the
billions of dollars it had on reser ve to stockholders. Th is reserve
money is kept at hand for use in case of a recession. Kerkorian lost
rhefightoverthemoney,butwasgivenaseaton rheChryslerboard
fo r hts representative. He has pledged not to try to take control of
thccompan y,and has agreed togo along with the majority of other
shareholders in any votes for the next five yea rs.
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Telecommunication laws to
open new markets
Joe Wholley

Asst. lnt.-;-N,ew
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President Clmton signed a bill
Thursday that wtll revamp the
telecomm unicauons ind ustrya nd
also spur new battles bet ween giant communications and media
conglomerates.
The signing of this bill eliminates regulations and ope ns competttiveopportunities for local and
long-distance com panies as well
as cable television.
The bill is expected to cause
mergers and acquisitions, but in
the long run , it will most likely
knock down monopolies in local
telephone and cable services. [n
order for many of the smaller local telecommum ca tions companies to survive and remain competit ive, they will have to merge
wi th other companies that provide wider services.
One battle that will result from
Clinton's approval will bet he fight
between telephone companies for
each other's markets.
According to AT&T's chairman,Roben E.Allen,hiscompany
hopes to provide local telephone
service in every state, a nd to take
over one-third of the market from
regional Bell companies in the

near futu re Allen also said that
he hopes to provide h1s customers
with different local, long-distance
and televisiOn services.
AT&T plans on gaining some
local telephone markets by leasing local telephone capacity from
the regional Bell services and by
investing in their own local telecommunications networks.
The new bill will allow the Bell
phone services to provtde lon gd istance service within one year.
Some experts are predicting a
merger of Bell Atlantic which services them id- At !antic region, and
NYNEX which services New York
and New England. This would
allow the combined two to compete with AT&T in the long-distance and local service telecommunicat ions markets.
In addition to lifting competitive regulations, the bill will block
indecent sexua l material from being transmitted over computer
network s, an act that has many
civil liberty groups in an uproar.
The American Civil Liberties
Union sought a coun injunction
against the bill 's provisions that
would allow officia ls to fine and
i:nprison those that make indecentsexual material available over

computer net works.
The bill also arms at reducmg
the amount of violence on televi ston.lt puts pressure on televiston
broadcasters to develop a system
for ratmg the violence that appears on their shows and to initiate monitoring of television content The new law requires manufactu rers of ielevision sets to instal l a V-chip in every television
set. When content 1s deemed indecent, the broadcasters will be
required to send out a signa l to Vchips that allow parents to automatically bl ock any program wi th
a code. Com mercia! broadcasters
areagainstthe V-chipand violence
ratingideas,andsome have threatened tochallenge the law in court.
Climon has invited representatives of the entertainment industry to meet with him on Feb.
29 to discuss ways of red ucing the
amount of violence on television
and to establish a new system of
progr ra m rating.
Experts say that alt hough the
bill has r isks of causi ng large
mergers a nd acquisitions, it does
provide the chance for lower prices
to be offered wh ile allowing for
more competition in the telecommunications markets.
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Ed1tor-1n ch1er

Most reporters face dtlemmas
wtth regard to wha r and what
not to cover
For Israeli reporter Ronni
Shaked car bombs, road blocks
andsnipe rsareen oumeredona
daily ba is considering the tumultuousarea Shaked reportson.
But as Shaked sees it, he wields
the mo t powerful weapon of all
- th e pen. A former agent in the
Israel i sec retservice,Shaked now
e nc ounters many of the same
perils as he reports for Yedioth
Ahronoth, a datly Israe li pape r.
Shaked visi ted john Carroll
University last Wednesday to
speak tostudentscourtesyof the
Cleveland Plain Dealer and AntiDefama iion League.
"We !journal istsl are the caucus, the g rou pof people th at must
give the people the tnformation
they need," said Shaked.
However, for Shaked, getting
that inform atio n ofte n proves
more treacherous than makinga
few phone calls. Shaked pointed
to the use of press signs m cars.
Reporters used to post those signs
in the cars. As soon as the military started using those signs,
enemies stopped d iscrimi nating
between reporters and sold iers.
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"I t's not easy to get place to place
in the country. Gaza Strip and
West Bank," said Shaked. "To get
to the city of Hebron, I spoke to
the Israeli soldiers leo get through
the road block! and told my friend
it was my turn to do the talking.
When we got to the Palestinian
road block, my friend sa1d, 'Now
you don't talk'"
Shaked said reponing is a dangerous JOb,
but the reporter needs
sources, a connection of
people who wtll call as
soon as something happens. According to
Shaked, the reporter
must know the history,
poli tica I problems a ncl
the history of the problems in the area.
"Often there are tears
m your eyes and blood
in your heart when
you're writing the story,"
he sa id. "Israe lis a democ racy and
we're proud of that. If there 's a violation that Idemocracy I the Israeli
reporters brought the story out."
"It 's a fight for democracy everyday," continued Shaked speaking of the Pa lesti nian elections a
couple weeks ago. "A ba llot box
was lost and later recovered. There
was not a word in the Palestinian

Dole gains little momentum for
N.H., Buchanan continuing threat
David S. Broder
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Bob Dole, a winner on his home
ground in Iowa, carries litt le momemum into n xt Tue day'
w
Hamps h irea w ith the fresh ta ndem of opponents who threaten
hi s path to the Republ ican president ial nomtnation that h~s
eluded him for so long.
Dole left th e two men who
vexed him the mostml995and in
the early weeks of 1996, Texas Sen.
Phil Gramm and publisher Steve
Forbes, buried in the dee p soil of
the Iowa prairies.
His failure to break 30 percen t
in a state where he had decisively
defeated Vice President George
Bush in 1988forces him into what
could be a tougher challenge 111
New Hampshire.
T he ideological purity of the

Se nate majority leader wi ll be serious!y questioned by conservati ve com mentator Patrick j.
Buc hanan, who exceeded expect · lO

Ol
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a second -place finish , only a few
points behind Dole. And for mer
Tennessee governor Lamar
Alexander, who also surged in the
last few days to take third place in
Iowa, wi II play generational poli tics by suggesting even more forcibly that the 72-year-old senator
cannot beat PresidentClin ton and
is not the right man to be "the first
president of the next century."
In New Hampshire, Buchanan
w ill be in fa miliar territory with
the backing of t he state's largest
new spa per, the Manchester Union
l eade r,and the record of winning
one-t lmd of the vote against Preside nt Bush there in 1992.
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Pen most powerful weapon in Israel

The Washington Post
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papers. The Israeli papers covered it," he said.
Because of the dangers involved forthe sources of these reports,Shakedsaid that hewrestles
with issueseachdayregardingthe
power of hts pen. "Sources don't
want to give names," he satd. "They
are tn a danger us snuation.
Sometimes I can get away with-
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lRA bombing threatens peace negotiations
Shortly after an Irish Republtcan Army bombmg on an East
London neighborhood, the Irish pnme minister john Brutoncnucized Britain'sstance on peace negotiations over Northern Ireland,
resulting in what the LR.A.'s political representatives said is a
collapse of 1 he peace negotiation effort. The born b exploded just
after the l.R.A. called off a 17-month-old cease-fire. The explosion
ki lied 2 people and wounded 100. A II sides have stressed r hatthe
bombshould not bean end to the peaccfuleflortstokeepNorthern
Ireland part of Britain, or unue it with the predominantly Roman
Catholic Republic of Ireland.

Sesame Street does Russia
The U.S. Agency for International Development recently contributed $2 million to develop "Uiitsa Sezam," the Russian version
of "Sesame Street," mtroduced m Moscow last week. The program
is drawing criticism from Russian nationalists rhar said the show
imposes American culturalimpenahsm.

App le Computers to remain independan t
out using a name because of my
reputation"
Shaked conducts his interviews in person , though, because
"I must look in his eyes to see what
he is feeling. [must find the truth ."
"T he media is a weapon, exactly like a missile," sa id Shaked.
Terrorism is just one ill ust ration of that fac t. Accord ing w
Sh a ked, te rro r ism 's goa I is
ac hieved if there is a lot of blood
and pictures and ma n y people
will be afraid. "Terrorists don't
wa nrjus t tokill. The terrorist kills
to get the attent ion of others,
maybe a change in policy. If the
media is not going to cover it.. It's
a circular pattern," said Shaked .

Apple Computers Inc. announced last week that it plans to
rem a in an independent company under its new chairman, Gilbert
~·Amelio. Apple blamed recent speculations about a possible merger
lor maki ng the compan y's bleak financial future look even worse.
The company announced last week that it IS not participating in
any merger discussions with any party at this time.

Chrysler wins s tockholder battle
After a 15-month battle, a sett lement bet ween Chrysle r autO
makers and Kirk Ke rkorian was reac hed last Friday. Kerkor ian, a
billionaire who had been un happy with the auto make r's srock
price, was cam paigni ng for the company to give some of the
billions of dollars ir had on reser ve to stockholders. This reserve
money is kep t at hand for use in case of a recession. Kerkoria n lost
rhefightover the money, but was given a seaton the Chrysler board
for his representative. He has pledged nor to try to take control of
thecompany,and has agreed rogoalong with themajorilyof other
shareholders in an y votes for t he nex t five years.
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' ichol' for your thought
Michael Ziccardi
Sports Ed1tor
Most 68-year-oldsarecn.)Oymg
the luxunesof retirement, but not
Bill Nichols. Nichols has been
teachtng Sports journalism at
john Carroll Universnysince 1989.
"I am JUSt going to go as long as
it's fun," said Nichols "I get bored
qwckly so IJUSt have to stay busy,"
he said.
What IS so special about this
particular professor? At 35 years
old he changed careers and joined
the staff of the Plain Dealer. ~It
was a big decision to start a new
career at 35, bur I have been interested in sports journalism since 1
was lO years old and 25 years later
1 becameone,"sa1d Nichols.
Wh!leworkingauhePD for30
years he has encountered many
well-known a thletes and seen
many monume n tal sporting
events. For exa mple he has interviewedKa reem Abd ul-j abaar. Ben
Hogan, j ack Nickl a us, Ea rv in
"Magic" johnson, Oscar Robinson
just to name a few. Also, for the
first ll years of theClevelandCavaliers existence in theN BA, Nichols
was t he eyes and ears for t he city
of Cleveland.
One of N1chols' most unique
sitUations while working at the PD

came when he went undercover
and posed as an assistant coach
with the Cleveland Indians minorleague team 10 Batavia, NY "No
one knew I was a reporter for the
PD, not even the manager of the
team,"sa1d Nichols. He went on to
wnte a six-piecespectal forthePD
about what it was like to be ami
nor-league baseball player.
Since retiring from the PD
Nichols has gone on rocoordinate
many activn1es within the Cleve·
land community.
For instance, at Notre Dame
College, he started a women'ssoftball program. "One of my proudest moments at ND was going 3-0
against the Bl ue Streaks in 1992,"
laughed Nichols.
Throughout Nichols' life , he
has done many activ ities in an
unconve ntional ma nner. For example, he di d n ot receive h is
master's degree fro m Kent State
University until he was 58 years
old.
Nic h ols' has always been a
sports fa n, but bei ng a journalist
is a whole d iffere n t ballgame.
"It's no t always fun asking a
yo ung basketball player at the end
of a game why he m1ssed two free
throws," said Nichols. "But being a
journalist is a lot like bei ng a mil-

Ilona ire without really bemgone.
1 got to travel first-class with the
various professional teams and
stay in outstanding hotels."
Nichols feels it is important to
bring his career expenences to the
classroom. "I teach my experiences," said Nichols. "My theory is
ro inform and to entertain."
Ntchols also does that little
something extra to help further
the opportunities of his students.
"The popularityof h iscoursedemonstrates that he takes an ac tive
interest in his students," saidjCU
Sports Informa tion DirectorCh ns
Wentzer. "He is always more than
happy to use the connections he
has to point you down the right
avenue."
Despite th e pop ul ar it y of
Nichol'sSportsj o urnalismcourse,
ma ny communicanon majors are
frustrated that the course is in th e
physical ed ucation de partment
a nd not the commun ications department.
Bill Sindela r, a junior, echoed
this senti ment. He added that,
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GUINESS, MURPHY'S, HARP, DOUBLE
DIAMOND, WOODPECKER CIDER, AND
WATNEY'S BY THE PINT AND l/2 PINT

ROLLING ROCK

DRAFT SPECIALS!
IIAM.-2AM.
LUNCH AND DINNER SPECINJ
KITCHEN CLOSES AT 11 P.M. FREE PARKING AT
REAR OF THE BUILDING
20% OF F'OOD TO ALL CARROLL STUDENTS,
FACUL'lY, AND STAFF (PRESENT I. D.)

15 CENT WINGS ON SUNDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS
FROM 8 P.M . TO 11 P.M .

321-9356
LOCATED IN CEDAR CENTER 13962 CEDAR ROAD
FREE PARKING IN REAR OF BUILDING

1Nicholsl is a real good
guy. He looks out for
the student."
Nichols said that he
has helped many of
hisstudentsobtain mternships and fulltime employment in
the JOUrnalism field.
'He has so many
connections. We're
getting professional,
on-hands experience,'
said Sindelar.
He helps his studentssee what it is real! y like to be a spons
jo u rnalist i n CleveNic hols brings the career to the
land.
One way he does classroom.
t his is by taking his
classes on field trips. He gets h is is supervising all of the ed itorials
students press passes to Cavs and th at will be wr itten for the proLumberjacks games w hich help gram for t he 1996 U.S. Golf Senior
to develop h is st ude nts' perspec- Ope n.
tive in sports journalism.
Nic hols also spends ti me teachCurrently, Nichols is h ead of i ng sim ilar courses in sports jo urt he select ion committee of the nalism at Baldw in -Wallace and
Cl eveland Spor ts Hallof Fa me and Hiram colleges.

Students urged to confront alcohol abuse
The fo llowi ng art ie le is part two
ofa three-pa rt series whi chf ocuses
on issues challeng ing college students.
Alcohol use on college camh l
i
n
accepted by many who believe it
only to be a rite of passage. But in
m any cases, the rite of passage
t urns into abuse. One attitude is
that th is could never happen a t
j ohn Ca rroll Uni versity.
A random s urvey conduc ted
by the Carroll News of 100 on campus students fou nd tha t over
70 perce nt of them dr ink on a
regular basis. "It's a w ay of social izing," said one fema le student.
While stud ents did admit to
drin king alcohol. they did n ot see
it as abusive. A freshman female
stated, "Overall , I don't think the re
is a problem .'
No n -drinkers on c a mpus
shared different tho ughts, however. "1think it's absolutely ridi c ulous. Too many people are getting
drunk," said o ne male s tudent of
the amount of alcohol use atJC U.
A fe male commented , "1 thin k i t's
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Adventures at the Inn Between

Conspiracy of silence atjCU
Tom O'Konowitz
Assistant Features Editor

The Carroll News, February 15, 1996

just a college phase, b ut it's st ill
not a healthy thing."
The Residence Hall Directors
would likely have the most direct
contact with alcohol abuse, but
several of t hem refused comment.
One Res ident Assista n t f rom
M1lirnl1V H 11 ,
ill ,

•

J tmGrant

"Anytime there is unde ragedrin kin g, it
ca n be a problem .'
Na ncy Taylor, di rector of the
Wellne ss Cen ter, sha red her
tho ughts abo ut alcohol at JCU.
"What is consideredalcohol abuse
in other segm ents of society is an
accepted n orm , and even an encouraged norm. on college cam-

puses," she stated.
Taylor said that the reasons
w hy a person dr inks are important factors in d etermining if alcohol use is abusive. She said that
her concern is not for people who
relax and have a drink, but rathe r
hlave"'·d-rtm~~le'

to relax.
St udents are urged to break the
conspiracy of silence regarding
alcohol abuse on campus, and to
have the courage to help fr iends,
while not preac hi ng, said Taylor.
A recent s tudy by the Ha rva rd
School of Public Heal th cited that
61percent of college s tudents have
missed a class due to drink ing,
while 54 percent forgot where they
were or w ha t t h ey did w hil e
drunk.
For srudents whose dnnk ing
ha s evolved into abuse,JCU offers
several counselors and an Insigh t
Program to help th em deal wi th
their behavior.
As Taylor said, 'We have wonderful people at jCU. But if they
don't know how to stop, they'll go
down th e tubes."

Editor's rwte:Casey Ya ndek contributed to thi s article.

LOCAL COUNTRY CLUB
is looking to hire
A la Carte and Banquet Servers
Flexible Hours -will work around your schedule
Starting at $7.00/hour
plus gratuity

Also available to students is
The Charitable Trust Fund
to help pay for tuitions!
Apply in Person at Shaker Heights Country Club
3300 Courtland Blvd. Shaker Heights, 44122
(call for an appointment 991-3660)

Robb Glambrone
Staff Reporter
Answer: The most popular dinner item
ordered by women at John Carro ll
University's Inn Between.
Question: What is grilled
chtcken?
This may not be com mon
knowledge to the JCU public , but
MIChael Cough lin and Patr ick
Meyer, student workers at the 1n n
Between,couldeasily be conside red
experts on the subjec t
"You'd be a mazed at how many
gi rl s order gr il led chicken," said
Meyer. He added that the Philly
steak sand wich a lso ranks high i n
popu lari ty wi th students.
T hese two studen ts ge t the
unique opportu nity to work at the
Inn Between, t he popular on-campus snack bar operated by the
Ma rriott Food Corp.
Both Coughlin and Meyer have
Sl m ilar responsi bi IJt ies that 1nclude
being cashiers, porters and cooks.
And of course, they can observe the
student~ who freq uen tly come to eat dm;
ner there .
Cough Ii n, a 20-year-old sophomore from
Westlake,Ohio,.works20to26 hours a week
at the Inn Between.
He spl its his time wtt h Meyer, who wo rks
25 hou rs a week Both of them said that it is
not too difficult to balance working with
studying
Coughlin often wo rks on Friday and Saturday nights, so he m1sses out on the fun
weekend activities.
Meyer, a freshman who hopes to major
in psychology,also works a loton the weekends. He said that iflsc halle ngmg to get all
of his homework do ne before he has to work

He works a 12- hour shift on Sundays. so
there IS nOL much time for homework
Both Cough 1m and Meyer said that the
best pan of thm job is the relationships
they have formed with their co-workers.

"We all get along great," Cough 1m sa1d.
"They are some of the nicest people I
have ever met in my life," Meyer said. "You
learn a lot about life from them."
Any frequent vts itor tothe Inn Between
Pizza Hut is fam ilia r wit h anot her In n Between worker, Garry Smi th. Both Coughli n
and Meyer have developed a friendship with
Smith.
"Wo rking with Garry is a trip,'Co ug h lin
sat d. "He's a great g uy," said Meye r.
Smit h also spoke high lyof Coughlin. "It
is nice working w ith Mike, especially after
close," he said.
Oth er advantages of workmg at the Inn
Between are the free food they get during

their breaks. Coughlin, who has been working at the Inn Between since the first semester of his freshman year, sa1d that after eating thIS food a I most everyday he has gotten
sick of it
Coughlin said that heenJoysthis
time of year, when pledging activities take place. "I get lots of girls
asking me for my autograph," he
sa 1d
Meyer also said that he enjoys
serving the customers and has
fo und that he has met a lot of people
this way. "They know me as the guy
that works at the Inn Between • he
said.
'
The resa DameIs. the supervisor
of the In n Be t wee n, sa id that
Coughlin and Meyer are ve ry good
workers. "They are very dependable," she said.
"I have a good time working with
them," said Daniels. "They arealways willing to come and fill m
when we need them."
Working at 1he Inn Bet ween 1s
not thatdcmandmgof a job accord
mg to Cough lin and Meyer Sundays are the
busiestumcs for them. Many 51 udcnts have
depleted thmweekly meal plan by Sunday,
so they have to eat at the Inn Between.
Coughlin and Meyer are both glad to be
working at the Inn Between. They have not
only developed great relationships with
thei r fellow co-workers but also a great
amount of respect for them.
"There are a lot of people here that work
behind the scenes," Coughlin satd. "They
deserve a lot of credit."
As for Coughlin's exper iences working
at the Inn Between, he on ly had o ne comment. "lt is not JUSt a job," sa1d Coughlin .
"It's an ad venture!"

Rosati, Ted
Year: Freshman
Intended Major: Biology
Hometown: Lyndhu rst. O hio
Future P lans: To become a
famous biologist, save the turtles
and win the Nobel Prize
Hobbies: Pets. e-mailing, hiking
through the Audobon Sanctuary
If you could be a fruit, which
would you b e and why? An
apple, because it can be made into
pies, sauce, butte r and cider.
If yo u co u ld chan ge anyth ing in
the world , what would it be? I
would invent a machine to shock
people who litter
How would other people
describe you?: Sweet and loyal
but at times ver y opinio nated.
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'Nic ol' for your thought
Michael Ziccardi
Sports Ed1tor
Most 68-year-oldsare en joying
the luxuries of renrement, but not
Bill Nichols. Nichols has been
reaching Sports journalism at
John Carroll Universitysince 1989
"I am just going to go as long as
a 's fun ," sa1d Nichols "I get bored
quickly so IJUSt have to stay busy,"
he said.
What is so spec1al about this
particular professor7 Ar 35 years
old he changed caree rs and joi ned
the s ta ff of the Plain Dealer "It
was a big decision to start a new
career at 35, but I have been in terested m sports journalism sin ce I
was !0 years old and 25 years later
l becameone,"sa1d Nichols.
While workingatthe PD for30
years he has encountered many
well-known athletes and seen
many monum e ntal sporting
events. For example he has lnterviewedKareem Abdul-jabaar,Ben
Hogan, jack Ni cklaus , Earvin
"Magic" johnson, Oscar Robinson
JUSt to name a few Also, for the
firstll years of theCievelandCavaliersex istencein the NBA, Nichols
was the eyes and ears for the city
of Cleveland
One of Nichols' most unique
sit uanons whtleworkingat the PD

came when he went undercover
and posed as an assistant coach
with the Cleveland lnd Jansmmorleague team in Batavia, NY "No
one knew l was a reporter for the
PD. not even the manager of the
team ," said Ntchols. He went on w
write a six-piece special for thePD
about what it was like to be ami
nor-league baseball player
Since retiring from the PD
Nichols has gone on to coordinate
many activities Wlthm the Cleveland communi ty
For instance, at Notre Dame
College, he started a women 'ssoftball program. "One of my proudest moments at NO was going3-0
against the Blue Streaks in 1992,"
laughed ichols.
Throughout Nichols' life , he
has done many activities in an
unconventional manner. For example, he did not receive his
master's degree from Kent State
University until he was 58 years
old.
Nichols' has a lways been a
sports fan, but being a journalist
is a w hole d tfferenr ballgame.
"It's not always fun asking a
young basketball playerauheend
of a game why he mtssed two free
th rows," said Nichols. "But being a
journalist is a lot like being a mil-

honaire without really bemgone.
1 got to travel first-class with the
various professional teams and
stay in outstanding hotels."
Nichols feels it is important to
bring his career experiences w the
classroom "I teach my experiences," said Nichols. "My theory is
to mform and to entertain."
Nichols also does that little
somethmg extra to help further
the opportunities of his students.
"The popularity of h iscourse demonstrates that he takes an active
interest in his students," saidjCU
Spons lnformation Director Chris
Wentzer. "He is always more than
happy to use the connections he
has to point you down the right
avenue."
Despite the popularity of
Nic hoi's 5portsJournalism course,
many communication maJors are
frustrated that the course is in the
physical education department
and not the communications department.
Bill Sindelar, a junior, echoed
this sentiment. He added that,
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GUINESS, MURPHY'S, HARP, DOUBLE
DIAMOND, WOODPECKER CIDER, AND
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iNichols]isa real good
guy. He looks out for
the student"
Nichols said that he
has helped many of
h1sstudentsobtain internships and fulltime employment in
the journalism field .
"He has so many
connections. We're
gett ing professional,
on-ha ndsexperience,"
said Sindelar.
He helps his stu dents see what it is really like to be a sports
journalist in CleveNichols brings the career to the
land.
One way he does classroom.
this is by taking his
classes on fie ld trips. He gets his is supervising all of the editorials
students press passes to Cavs and that will be written for the proLumberjacks games which help gram for the 1996 U.S. Golf Senior
w develop his students' perspec- Open.
tive in sports journalism.
Nichols also spends time teachCurrently, Nichols is head of ing similar courses in sports jourthe selection committee of the nalism at Baldwin-Wallace and
ClevelandSportsHallofFameand Hiram colleges.

Students urged to confront alcohol abuse
The following article is part two
ofa three-part series which focu ses
on issu es challenging college st udents.

Alcohol use on college cam~·--h
t
n
accepted by many who believe it
only to be a rite of passage. But in
m any cases, the rite of passage
turns into abuse. One attitude is
that this could never happen at
j oh n Carroll University.
A random survey conducted
by the Carroll News of 100 oncampus students found that over
70 percent of them drink on a
regular basis. "It's a way of socializing," said one female srudent.
While students did admit to
drinking alcohol, they did not see
it as abusive. A freshman female
stated, "Overall, !don't think there
is a problem."
Non-drinkers on campus
shared different thoughts, however. "I think it'sabsol utely ridiculous. Too many people are getting
drunk," said one male student of
the amount of alcohol use atjCU.
A female commented, "I think it's
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Conspiracy of silence at]CU
Tom O'Konowltz
Assistant Features Editor

The Carroll News, February 15, 1996

just a college phase, but it 's still
not a healthy thing."
The Residence Hall Directors
would likely have the mos t direct
contac t with alcohol abuse, but
several of them refused comment.
One Resident Asststant from

n .

puses," she stated .
Taylor said that the reasons
why a person drinks are important factors in determining if alcohol use is abusive. She said that
her concern is not for people who
relax and have a drink, but rather

t •

•

jim Grsn1

"Anytimetherei s underage drinking, it
can be a problem. "
Nancy Taylor, director of the
Wellness Center, shared her
thoughts about alcohol at JCU.
"What is considered a lcoholabuse
in other segments of society is an
accepted norm, and even an encouraged norm , on college cam-

to relax
Students are urged to break the
conspiracy of si lence regarding
alcohol abuse on campus, and to
have the courage to help friends,
while not preaching, said Taylor.
A recent study by the Harvard
School of Public Health cited that
61 percent of college students have
m issed a class due to drinking,
while 54 percent forgot where they
were or what th ey did while
drunk.
For students whose drinking
has evolved into abuse,jCU offers
several counselors and an Insight
Program to help them deal with
their behavior.
As Taylor said, "We have wonderful people atJCU. But if they
don't know how to stop, they'll go
down the tubes."

Editor's note: Casey Yandek contributed to this article.

LOCAL COUNTRY CLUB
is looking to hire
A la Carte and Banquet Servers
Flexible Hours - will work around your schedule
Starting at $7.00/hour
plus gratuity
Also available to students is
The Charitable Trust Fund
to help pay for tuitions!
Apply in Person at Shaker Heights Country Club
3300 Courtland Blvd. Shaker Heights, 44122
(call for an appointment 991-3660)

Robb Giambrone
Staff Reporter
Answer: The most popular dinner item
ordered by women at john Carroll
University's Inn Between.
Question: What is grilled
ch1cken? •
T his may not be common
knowledge to the JCU public, but
Michael Cough lin and Patrick
Meyer, student workers at the Inn
Bet ween ,couldeasil y be considered
experts on the subject.
"You'd be amazed at how many
girls order grilled chicken," said
Meyer. He ad ded that the Philly
steak sandwich also ranks high in
popu larity with students.
T hese two students ge t the
unique opportuni ty to work at the
Inn Be tween, the popular on-campus snac k bar operated by the
Marriott Food Corp.
Both Cough lin and Meyer have
simil ar responsibilities that incl ude
being cashiers, porters and cooks.
And of course, they can observe the
students who frequently come to eat dinner there .
Cough Iin,a 20-year-old sophomore from
Westlake,Ohio..works20 to26 hours a week
at the Inn Between.
He spl its his time wit h Meyer, whoworks
25 hours a week. Both of them said that it is
not too difficult to balance working with
studying
Cough lin of ten worksonfridayand Saturday nights, so he misses out on the fun
weekend activities.
Meyer, a freshman who hopes to major
in psyc hology.a lsoworksa Joron the weekends. He satd that it Is challenging to get all
of his homework done before he has to work.

He works a 12-hour shift on Sundays, so
there IS not much time for homework
Both Coughlin and Meyer sa1d that the
best pan of their job is the relationships
they have formed with thetr co-workers.

"We all get along great." Cough lin sa1d
"They are some of the nicest people l
have ever met in my life," Meyer sa 1d. "You
learn a lot about life from them ."
Any frequent visttor to the Inn Between
Pizza Hut is familiar with another Inn Be tween work er,GarrySmith. Both Coughlin
and Meyer havedevelopedafriendshipwith
Smi th.
"Working with Garry is a trtp,"Coughlin
sa1d. "He's a great guy," sa id Meyer
Sm1th also spoke high lyof Coughlin. "It
is nice working with Mike, especially after
close," he said.
Other advantages of working at the Inn
Between are the free food they get during

their breaks. Coughlin, who has been workmgat the Inn Between since thefir t semester of his freshman year,sa 1d that after eat
ing this food almost everyday he has gotten
sick of 11
Coughlin said that heenJoysthis
time of year, when pledging activities take place. 'I get lots of gi rls
asking me for my autograph," he
sa1d.
Meyer a lso sa1d that he enJOys
serving the c ustomers and has
fou nd that hehasmet a lot of people
this way. "Theyknowmeastheguy
that works at the Inn Between," he
said.
Theresa Daniels, the supervisor
of the Inn Between, said that
Coughlin and Meyer are very good
workers. "They are very dependable," she said.
"!have a good time working with
them ," said Daniels. "T hey arealways willing to come and fill m
when we need them."
Working at the Inn B('tween 1s
not that dema ndmg of a job accordmg to Cough lin and Meyer Sundays a re the
busiest times forth em Many students have
depleted their weekly meal plan by Sunday,
so they have to eat at the Inn Between.
Coughl in and Meyer are both glad to be
working at the In n Between. They have not
only developed great relationships with
their fellow co-workers but also a grcar
amount of respect for them .
"There are a lot of people here that work
behmd the scenes," Cough lin sa td. "They
deserve a lot of credi t."
As for Co ughlin's experiences working
at the Inn Between, he only had one comment. "It IS not JUSt a job," satd Coughlin.
"It's an adventure!"

Rosati, Ted
Year: Freshman
Intended Major: Biology
Hometown: Lyndhurst, Ohio
Future Plans: To become a
famous biologist, save the turtles
and win the Nobel Prize
Hobbies: Pets, e-matltng, hiking
through the Audobon Sanctuary
If you could be a fruit, which
would you be and why? An
apple, because It can be made into
pies, sauce, butter and elder.
If you could change anything in
the world, what would it be? I
would Invent a machine to shock
people who litter
How would other people
describe you?: Sweet and loyal
but at times very opinionated.
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Reality and real-life dreams
reflected in Glass Menagerie

The Sculpture Center presents Eartlr Shrines , an ex hibition
celebratrng unity, hope and the environment A collection of
works by Berea, Ohio-resident Christin e French, Earth Shrines
opens at the Center with a public reception tomorrow (Friday,
Feb 16) from 6 to 8 p.m. It is part of the annual Window to the
Sculpture exhibition series designed togrveemergingsculptures
an opportunity to gain recognition. It runs through March 15,
1996 Gallery hours are Monday through Saturday, noon to4 p.m.
Call 229-6527 for additional information.

Comedy
The lmprov (in the Flats) and 88.7 WUJC offer john Carroll
students a spec1al $1 admiss10n to midnight shows every Saturday Students must be 19 years old and over; however, only one
student in the party needs a CarrolllD. Scheduled to perform
thts Saturday, Feb. 17 is j ohn Bowman. Reservations are requi red -call696-4677.Comedianscan be heard on WUJC's 'Get
Bent,' hosted by Brian Sparks, Matt Ericsson and Marty Fox
every Fnday from 12:30 p.m . to 2 p.m.

Film
A dream date becomes a nightmare as Mr. Right (Bill Pull man)qUJcklyturnsmtoMr. Wrong for Ma nha(EIIen DeGeneres),
a radio talkshow producer Directed by Nick Castle, the Touchstone comedy also stars joan Cusack, Dean Stockwell and Joan
Plownght. The film is scheduled to open tomorrow(Friday, Feb.
16). Check local listings for theatres and showtimes.
T
o
hi Deftv r WIt -... Yo 'n:
d (M\T max
Films), swrnng Andy Garc1a, Gabrielle Anwar, Christopher
Walken and Fairuza Balk opens tomorrow (Friday, Feb.l6). The
movie isdi rected by Gary Fleder.Check local listi ngs for thea tres
and show u mes.

Music
In celebration of Joh n Carroll University's lOOth anniversary

an d Cleveland's Bicenten nia l, Multicultural Affairs presents Chin ese Ne w Ye ar in C l e vel a nd : Erhu Con ce rt by Zhao
Rongc h un, Monday, Feb.l9 at 7:30p.m. in the LSCjardine Room.
The erhu 1s a tradit ional Chinese instr ument Call397-4185 for
more information.

S~U DE N ~

SP ECIA L

problem," Koester had ~u! vcd one

hours o n both weekend evenin&s·

All around s\t stor\cs of horror,

New hours a re Wednesday, Th.ursday and Friday, 12-1 p.m and 4-9
p.m.; Saturday a nd Sunday, 4-9 p.m.
Other times are Monday a nd Tuesday, 12-l p.m.
Also new this semester are a
Wed nesday spec ial of all movies
for $1 and Thursday's two movies
fo r $3. Normal prices are $2.50 per
mov ie or $2 with a Student Union
discount card. VCRs a re available
for rental at $5 per night.
Koester said that one oft he biggest d ifficulties of the vi deo store
is its small size. The budget is not
especially large, so they usually
end up buyingonlyonemovieata
time. A new video release ca n cost
around $70 because the sto re pays
not o nly for the video, but the
right to rent it o ut, said Koester.
The store recently acqu ired a
new batch of movies, about 18 in
all, in cl uding Apollo 13 and Cri mso nTlde. Thestorealsoexpec tsan

ac ti on, comedy and roma nce
waiting for the time w hen, for
some student, they will replace
thestressa ndcrazinessof the real
world, at least for a couple hours.

said. "She lives through these glass
figures, but the problem is she's
treated like a glass figure herself."
"However, the play itself is
about more than her world; it's the
audience's world," he added.
Other characters include
Laura's
mother,
Amanda
Wingfield, played by freshman
Alicia Ondrejech. "Amanda is a
very in-depth and disillusioned
character who's
motivated by her
own
needs,"
Ondrejech sa id.
junior
Bob
Attenweiler plays
the role of Tom
Wingfield, Laura's
brother, who also
narrates the play.
"Tom is a poet w ho
works at a wa rehouse to support
h is family. He feels
trapped by having
The Glass Menagerie is currently
to do this for his
in the Marinello Little Theater.

family rat her than go off and be a
poet," Auenweiler sai d.
The gentleman caller is played
by senior john Cranley, who defined his character as "a generally
charmingand frien dly person, but
you might not fully understand
the consequences of his actions."
Regarding the story line of The
Glass Menagerie, "I hope that the
value of this piece of an will be
judged by the questions it raises,"
Cranley said, "as opposed to the
answers it might give." Ryan
added,"The perceptions of the plot
itself are depe ndent on the mood
we have worked for."
Handling the technical aspects
of the production are assistant director, senior Missy Mager; stage
manager, sophomore Mel issa
Somrack; a nd set designer Dave
Kaleal, a Carroll grad uate.
Tickets for The Glass Menagerie are $4 for stud ents and $5 for
ad ults, and are current!yavailable
in the Atriu m or at t he door.
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upcoming shipment of around
100 "oldies but goodies" This adclit ion of what Koester refers to as
"must-haves" for any video store
should quell the complaints of
those looking for a better selection.
As Koester pulls the wooden
hood down agam and heads for
the door at the end of another day
in the life of thejCU Video Store,
he reaches out and adjusts a movie
on its shelf. This store has become his project. ln a small way,
his chance to shine.
He stops at the door to turn
and take a last glance around the
store before shutting off the lights
He adjusts his baseball cap. Then
he fina lly pulls thedoorshut with
a soft click Inside, Harrison Ford
stands vigil from a cardboard
Clear and Present Da nge robelisk.

A mere two years of high
!look forward to most compilation COs because they usu· schoo!Spantsh was not enough
ally offer a variety of different to prepare me for th1s musical
musical styles. With The Art of experience. In a relentless purSelf Defense, however, I kept suit tO expand my horizons, I
wondering why so much effort eagerly awaited ltstemng to
was put mtoa proJCCtthat never Avalancha by Heroes Del
Silencio. Those who, like mygets anywhere.
Home Altve is a nonprofit self,are pnmarily monolingual
organization based in Seattle and largely untraveled, can unthat provides self -defense derstand my dehght m heanng
classes, workshops, d1scussion heavy metal a companied by
groups and forums . Many Spanish vocals.
It would be a shame to conbands contnbute to Home
Alive, includrng Pearl Jam centrate on the foreign vocals
Soundgarden, Presidents of 1he rather than the band 's
United States of Amenca and songwriting talent. But the
former IS likely to happen .
Supersuckers
Heroes are an averageHome Alive should be applauded for liS efforts to make sounding band, wtth the exceppeople aware of violen e and tion of the vocals. This is good,
self- defense. But the disc uf- though. All too often, bands
wishingtobridgetheethnicgap
fers from a number o[ flaws.
Music lovers may be an· fall fa rshortof certainexpectanoyed by interviews or public 1\on . Heroes bndge the gap,
service announcements be- plus give English-speaking autween almost every song. Al- diencesasampleof the internathough these help to spread the tional musicscene. lt'sfun. And
message of Home Alive, they educational too.
lf ever given the chance to
take away from the musical
listen to joaquin Cardiel,
continuity of the release.
Bunbury, juan
Also, while 1did enjoy some Ennque
of the music, especially tunes Valdivia, and Pedro Andreu,
by the Fastbacks and love Bat- take ad vantage ol H. Besides,
tery, some songs seemed inap- your netghbors wtll think all
propriate given theca use. Why llell has broken loose when
choose "She's My Bitch " by the they hear Spamsh heJvy metal
shakm\1, their walls a1 1 am
Supcrsuckers?
t.d t lOr'~

ol : l

1 ~

pi lation.

- Brian Spa rks

-AndrewSchlt:ge milc h

-

:1. CD - wa le of time, 2 - fair
3 - cood. 4 - excellent

6 - lnot.nt cla. .lc

TRAINING

OFFICERS'

R ES ER V E

vtew tS

based or1a single-disc sampler
of the i wo-dt scHome Alive com-

C0 R P S

LOCATED AT CHAGRIN
AND BRAINARD

LARGE Double Tolt~ter 4 ii'i§;f7·].\'1 ·1a''i 1:!W

TWO

Tommy Boy (Chris Farley)
Billy Madison (Adam Sandier)
The Net (Sardra Bullock)
Pulp Fiction (John Travolta}
First Knight (Sean Connery)
The Brady Bunch Movie (Shelley Long)
7. Shawshank Redemption (Tim Robbins)
8. Apollo 1 3 (Tom Hanks)
9. Crimson Tide (Denzel Washington)
10. While You Were Sleeping (Sardra Bullock)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Avalancha
(ElDorado/ I.R.S.)
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wit~ Pre-Paid Package

Sam Sublty

for the SU by becomin g the fi rst
manager of the video store.
Now Koester calls about late
movies, handles the bookwork,
plans specials and even fills in as
attendant himself on occasion .
For all of this, he receives one academic credit to add to his already
18semester hours. He is not in fact
stud ying ma nagement but finance with a Spanish m inor. He
does this job pr imarily beca use he
likes it. "! love movies a nd the
store gives me some good ma nagingexperience,"hesaid. He isalso
committed to the store's purpose
of operating as "a service to the
st udent body."
Koeste r said he feels that the
video store is a great opportun ity
for students. After three or fo ur
exams in one week, a video is a
primo stress reliever. This may
explain the store's list of top rentals. Current ly, the Chris Fa rley

Alicia Ondrejech, And rea Tracy, Bob Attenweiler and John
star in The Glass Menagerie.

Heroes Del Silencio

Home Alive
The Art of Self Defense
(Epic Records)

and David Spade comedy, Tommy
Boy, is flying off the shelves. This
is a movie with the theme: "If at
first you don't succeed, lower your
sta ndards." Running a close secor:d is Bi lly Madison, the comic
adventure of an idiot who in hems
his father's millions. "People are
stressing out during the week and
don't want to watch serious movies," said Koester w ith a laugh.
Students might not like their
movies too serious, but Koester is
serious about his commitment to
the store. A!ready thissemester he
has worked with the Student
Union to engineer a few changes.
Tha nks to t he help of volunteers from Zeta Tau Omega sorority(thesrore is regularly staffed by
Student Union Senators as part of
thei r job descr ip tion), b usiness
hours now extend an extra four

Sun -fast - ic
'TCivwzing SCI/on

]CU Video Store enters second year
lt 's one of the few places that
lets a guy take home Michelle
Pfeiffer for the night or gives the
ladies a chance to let Brad Pitt entertain them fort he evening. Give
up yet? It 's the john Carroll University Student Union VideoStore,
the place whereallthe Hollywood
stars can helpanyone unwind (but
please don't forget to rewind) after a long week of class.
Sophomore Brian Koester.
manager of the video store, flips
on the white fluorescent lights as
he walks in the door. He rolls up
the wooden hood at the attendant's
window, and the store is ready for
business. His gaze gliding across
the racks of videos and movie
posters on the wall, he sees the
many c hanges after just one year
since the store's opening. One of
these changes is him .
The video store bega n without
any one manager. As a project of
the Student Union , the staffmg
and managing duties naturally
fell toSU officers. One day, Koester
mentioned that he would help out
sitting as an attendant. "T hen
Aaron Marinelli(sophomoreclass
president) approached me about
managing, and l said I'd thrnk
about it," sa td Koester.
Evidently he d id not need to
give it muchthought. Prettysoon
a committee of SU officers interviewed him and liked w hat they
saw Quicke r th an Tom Hanks
could say "Houston, we have a

by Tennessee Williams,askssome
deep questions about the relative
nature of reality. For JCU senior
Neil Ryan , however, there is only
one reality that is important right
now And that is a longtime dream
which has finally come true.
Ryan is an English major whose
goal forthree-and-a-half years has
been to direct The Glass Menagerie. He accomplished his objective with the help of jim Beck,facult y ad visor for the production and
assistant communications professor at JCU. "I knew I'd direct it
someday," Ryan said in a recent
interview. "It's a classic play,"
The Glass Menagerie premieres
tonight (Thursday, Feb. 15) and
continues Feb.I6, l7,22,23and 24
at 8 p.m in the Marinello Little
Theatre (Recplex). The play is set
in the 1930s in St. Louis during the
Great Depression. Four characters
are involved in the plot, which revolves around laura Wingfield.
Laura, played by junior Andrea
Tracy, is a painfully shy young
woman in her early 20s. "The glass
menagerie is Laura's world," Ryan

9

Music picks and pans

Assistant Entertainment Editor

Soum tucnu

Comr ng Attractions were compiled by Karen Obrzut,
enterta rnmer1t editor ar1d Lam Assily, asmta nt entertainment
editor Datcstrrrd times arc subject to change.

Total Rewind

Lanl Assll

Theatre
jCU Department of Comm unications presents T he Glass
Me nager ie,d1rected by senior Neil Ryan. The play opens wnight
(Thursday, Feb lS)and runs Feb.16, 17,22.23 and 24 at 8 p.m. in
the Marinello Little Theater. The cast includes Bob Attenweiler,
john Cranley, Alicia Ondrejec h and Andrea Tracy. Tickets are $4
for student and $5 fo r adults, and they are now available 111 the
Atrium or by calling 397-4428.

ENTERTAINMENT

Assistant Entertainment Edttor

The Glass Menagerie., wntten

Art
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ATAI'.NING
AI'.D NAIL SALON
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Look forward to the future w1th
confidence Enroll m Army ROTC,
an elective that's different from
any other college course. ROTC
offers hands-on leadership trammg. Training that gives you
experience and helps build self-

2 WEEKS .. $32.00
I MONTH .. $45.00

confidence, character and management sk1lls. All the cr edentials
employers look for. ROIC IS open to
freshmen and sophomores Wlthout
obligation and requtres about 4
hours per week. It will put your
life on a whole new course.

--=-

UNUMIIID USE

ARMY ROTC
m

SMARTEST COWGE COIJRSE YOU CAN TilE.

For details, visit 2nd F1oor of the RecPlex or call
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Reality and real-life dreatns
reflected in Glass Menagerie

The Sculpture Center presents Ea,-rh Sh Yines, an exhibinon
celebrating unity, hope and the environment. A collection of
works by Berea, Ohio-resident Christine French, Earth Shrines
opens at the Center with a pubhc reception tomorrow (Friday,
Feb 16) from 6to 8 pm. It is part of the annual Window to the
Scu Ipt u re exhibit ion series designed rog1ve emergmg sculptures
an opportunity to gain recognition It runs through March 15,
1996 Gallery hours are MondaythroughSarurday, noon ro 4p m.
Call229-6527 for additional information.

Comedy
The lmprov (in the Flats) and 88.7 WUJC offer john Carroll
students a special $1 admission to midnight shows every Saturday. Students must be 19 years old and over, however, only one
student in the party needs a Carroll !D. Scheduled to perform
th1s Saturday, Feb. 17 is j ohn Bowman. Reservations are required -ca\l696-4677.Comedianscan beheardon WUJC's "Get
Bent,' hosted by Brian Sparks, Matt Ericsson and Marty Fox
every Fnday from 12:30 p.m . to 2 p.m.

Film
A dream date becomes a nightmare as Mr. Right (Bill Pullman)qUlcklyturnsmtoMr. Wrong for Martha (Ellen DeGeneres),
a radio talkshow producer. Directed by Nick Castle, the Touchswne corned y also stars Joan Cusack, Dean Stock well and Joan
Plownght. The film is scheduled to open wmorrow (Friday, Feb.
16). Check local listings for theatres and showtimes.
'" 0 ftWT Whe"- Yo '
cl (M' max
hlms), ~tamng Andy Garc1a, Gabrielle Anwar, Christophe r
Walken and Fairuza Balk opens wmorrow (Fr iday, Feb. 16). T he
movie isdirected byGar yFleder.Check local listi ngs fo r theatres
and show 1imes.
o

Music
In celebration of j ohn Ca rroll University's lOOth a nniversary
a nd Cleveland's Bice ntennial, M ulticult uralAffairs prese nts Chin ese N e w Yea r i n C l evel a nd: E rhu Co n ce rt by Zhao
Rongchun, Monday, Fcb. 19 at 7:30p.m . in t he LSCJardine Room.
The erh u is a tradit ional Chinese instr ument. Call397-4185 for
more info r mation.

Theatre
(Thursday, Feb 15) and runs feb. 16, 17 , 22,23 and 24 at 8 p.m. in
the Marinello Lmle Theater. The cast includes Bob Attenweiler,
john Cranley, Alicia Ondrejech and Andrea Tracy. Tickets are $4
for students and $5 for adults, and they are now available in the
Atrium or by calling 397-4428.

Com1ng All racflons were compiled by Karen Obrzut,
enterta n1ment editor a'Id Lani Assdy, assistant entenainment
ed1tor. Date and times are subject to change.
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]CU Video Store enters second year

Home Alive

Sam Sublty

(Epic Records)

Assistant Entertainment Ed1tor

It 's one of the few places that
lets a guy take home Michelle
Pfeiffer for the night or gives the
ladies a chance to let Brad Pitt entertain them lortheevening. Give
up yet? l! 's the john Carroll University Student Union Video Store,
the place where all the Hollywood
stars can helpanyoneunwind(but
please don't forget to rewind) after a long week of class
Sophomore Brian Koester.
manager of the video store, flips
on the white fluorescent lights as
he walks in the door. He rolls up
the wooden hoodattheattendant's
window, and the store is ready for
business. His gaze gliding across
the racks of videos and movie
posters on t he wall , he sees the
many changes after just one year
since the store's opening. One o[
these changes is him.
The video store began w ithout
any one manager. As a project of
the Student Union, the staffing
and managing duties naturally
fell toSUofficers. One day, Koester
mentioned that he would help out
sitting as an attendant . "Then
AaronMar inelli(sophomoreclass
president) approached me about
managing, and l said I'd think
about it," said Koester
Evidently he d id not need to
give it much thought. Pretty soon
a committee of SU officers interviewed him and l iked w ha t they
saw. Q uicke r th a n Tom Hank s
could say "Houston, we have a
problem," Koester had solved o ne
for the SU by becomi ng the first
m anage r of the video store.
Now Koester calls abom l ate
movies, handles the bookwork,
plans specials and even fills in as
a ttendant h imself on occasion.
For all of t his, he receives o ne academic cred it to add to his alread y
18semester hours. He is not in fac t
studying manageme nt b ut finance wi th a Spanish minor. He
d oes this job pr imaril y because he
lik es it. "l love movies and the
store gives me some good managingexperience,"hesaid. He isa lso
committed to the store's purpose
of operat ing as "a service to the
student body."
Koester said he feels th at the
video store is a great opportun ity
for students. After three or fou r
exams in one week, a video is a
primo stress reliever. This may
explain the store's list of top renta ls. C urrently, the C hris Fa rl ey

S«"Y

Alicia Ondrejech, Andrea Tracy, Bob Attenweiler and John Cranley
star in The Glass Menagerie.
fam ily rather t han go off and be a
poet," Attenweiler said.
The gentleman caller is played
by senior John Cranley, who defined his character as "a general! y
charming and frien d lyperson, but
you might not fully understand
the consequences o[ his actions."
Regarding the story line of The
Glass Menagerie , "I hope that the
value of t his piece of art will be
judged by the quest ions it raises,"
Cranley said, "as opposed to the
answers it might give." Ryan
added,"The perceptions of the plot
itself a re depe nde nt o n t he mood
we have worked fo r."
Handling the tee hnicalaspects
of the production are assistant director, sen ior Missy Mager; stage
manager, sophomore Melissa
Somrack; a nd set designer Dave
Kaleal, a Carroll graduate.
Tickets for The Glass Menagerie are $4 for students and $5 for
ad ults, and are current! yavailable
in the Atrium or at the door.

marco~s

Pizzo
Soum tucuo

jCU Department of Comm unications presents Th e Gla ss
Menagerie, directed by senior Net! Ryan. The play opens tonight

Music picks and pans

Assistant Entertainment Editor

said. "She lives through these glass
figures, but the problem is she's
treated like a g lass figure herself."
"However, the play itself is
about more than her world; it's the
audie nce's wo rld," he added.
Other characters include
Laura's
mother,
Amanda
Wingfield, played by freshman
Alicia Ondrejech. "Amanda is a
very in-depth and disillusioned
character who's
motivated by her
own
needs,"
Ondrejech said.
junior
Bob
A ttenweiler plays
t h e role of Tom
Wingfield, Laura 's
brother, who also
narra res the play.
"Torn is a poe t w ho
works at a wa reh o use to support
his fami ly. He feel s
trapped by having
The Glass Menagerie is currently playi
10 do th is for hi s
in the Marinello Little Theater.
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and David Spade comedy, Tommy
Boy, is flying off the shelves. This
is a movie with the theme: "If at
first you don't succeed , lower your
sta ndards." Running a close secor.d is Billy Madison, the comic
adventure of an idiot who inherits
his father's millions. "People are
stressing out during the week and
don't want to watch serious movies," said Koester with a l augh.
Students m igh t not like the ir
movies too serious, but Koester is
serious about his commitment to
the store. Already this semester he
has worked wit h the Student
Union to engineer a few changes.
Thanks to the help. of volunteers from Zeta Tau Omega sorority(thestore is regularly staffed by
Student Union Senators as part of
their job description), business
hours now extend an extra four
h ou rs on both weekend evening s
New hours a re Wednesd ay, Thursday and Friday, 12-1 p_m. a nd 4-9
p m.;Sat urdayandSunday, 4-9p.m.
Other times are Monday and Tuesday, 12- 1 p.m.
Also new this semester are a
Wed nesday special of all movies
for $1 and T hursday's two movies
for $3. No rmal prices are $2.50 per
movie or $2 w it h a Stude nt Union
discount card. VCRs are ava ilable
for renta l at $5 per n igh t.
Koester sa id th at o ne of the b iggest di ff ic ulties of the v ideo sto re
is its small size. The budget is not
especially large, so they us uall y
end up buying only one movie at a
t ime. A new video release ca n cost
around $70 because the store pays
not onl y for the video, but the
r ig ht to rent it out, said Koester.
The store recent ly acqui red a
new batch of movies, about 18 in
a ll , incl uding Apollol3 and Crimson Tide. The store also expects an

PRICES

with Cheese & 2 Top pin gs

2 MEDIUMS
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Tommy Boy (Chris Farley)
2 Billy Madison (Adam Sandler)
3. The Net (Sandra Bullock)
4. Pulp Fiction (John Travolta)
5. First Knight (Sean Connery)
6. The Brady Bunch Movie (Shelley Long)
7. Shawshank Redemption (Tim Robbins)
8. Apollo 13 (Tom Hanks)
9. Crimson Tide (Denzel Washington)
10. While You Were Sleeping (Sandra Bullock)
upcoming shipment of around
lOO"oldies but goodies" This addition of what Koester refers to as
"must-haves" for any video store
should quell the complaints of
those looking for a better selection.
As Koester pulls the wooden
hood down again and heads for
the door at the end of another day
in the life of thejCU Video Store,
he reaches out and adjusts a movie
on its shelf. This store has become h1s p roject. In a small way,
his chance to shine .
He stops at the door to turn
and take a last glance around the
store before sh utting off the lights
He adjusts his baseball cap. Then
he finally pulls the door shut with
a soft click Inside, Harrison Ford
stands vigil from a cardboard
Clear and Present Da ngerobe\ isk
All around sit stories of horror.

action, comedy a nd rom ance
waiting for the time when, for
some student, they will replace
the stress and craziness of the real
wo rld, at least fo r a co uple hours.

! look forward to most com pilationCDs because they usually offer a variety of different
musical styles. With The Arl of
Self Defense, however, I kept
wondering why so much effort
was put mtoa proJCCt that never
gets anywhere.
Home Ahve is a nonprofit
organization based in Seattle
that provides self -defense
classes, workshops, discussion
groups and forums. Many
bands contribute to Home
Alive, including Pearl jam
Soundgarden, Presidents of the
United States of America and
Supersuckers
Home Alive should be ap
plauded for its efforts to make
people aware of violence and
self- defense . But the disc suffers from a number of flaw .
Mu ic lovers may be annoyed by interviews or public
service announcements be tween almost every song. Although these helptospread the
message of Home Alive, they
take away from the musical
continuity of the release.
Also, w htie l did enjoy some
of the music, especial! y tunes
by the Fastbacks and Love Battery, some songs seemed inappropriate given theca use. Why
choose "She's My Bitch" by the
Supersuchrs7
d1Wr's ole. J h1 rev1 w 1

based on a single-disc sampler
of the t wo-discHome All ve compilatio n.
-Brian Spa rks

- Andre w Schlege lm ilch
1 CD - wate

of time, 2 - fa:Jr

3 - g ood, 4 - excellent

6- lnot.ntcl..,.lc

TRAINING

OFFICERS'

BESEBVE

A mere two years of high
school Spanish was not enough
to prepare me for this musical
experience. In a relentless pursuit to expand my horizons, I
eagerly awaited listening to
Avalancha by lleroes Del
ilencio. Those who, like myself,are pnmanly monolingual
and largely untraveled, can understand my deligh1 in heanng
heavy metal accompanied by
Spanish vocals.
lt would be a shame to con
cemrate on the foreign vocals
rather than the band 's
songwriting talent. But the
former IS likely to happen.
Heroes are an averagesounding band , w1th the exception of the vocals. Th1s IS good,
though All too often, bands
Wlshingtobridgetheethnicgap
fall far short of certamexpectations. Heroes bridge the gap,
plus give English-speaking audiencesasampleof the international musicscene. lt'sfun. And
educational too.
If ever g1ven the chance to
listen to Joaquin Cardiel,
Ennque
Sunbury,
Juan
Valdivia, and Pedro Andreu,
take advantage of tt. Besides,
your neighbors will think all
llell has broken loose when
they hear Spamsh heavy metal
sh"'kmp, thdr walls a1 lam

C0 R P S

LOCATED AT CHAGRIN
AND BRAINARD

LARGE PIZZA

TWO

1.

Heroes Del Silencio
Avalancha
(ElDorado/ I.R.S.)

GARLIC SAUCE

~ohn Carroll UniversitY SPECIAL
LARGE Doultle ToD~ter
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Total Rewind

lanl Asslly
by Tennessee Williams, asks some
deep questions about the relanve
nature of reality. For JCU senior
Nell Ryan, however, there is only
one reality that is Important right
now. And that is a longtime dream
which has finally come true.
Ryan is an English major whose
goal for three-and-a-half years has
been to direct The Glass Menagerie. He accomplished his objective with the help of jim Beck,facultyadvisorforthe production and
assistant communicauons professor at jCU. "I knew I'd direct it
someday," Ryan said in a recent
interview. "It's a class1c play,"
The Glass Menagerie premieres
tonight (Thursday, Feb. 15) and
continues Feb. 16, 17, 22,2Jand 24
at 8 p.rn in the Marinello Little
Theatre (Recplex). The play is set
in the 1930s in St. Louis during the
Great Depression. Four characters
are involved in the plot, which revolves around Laura Wingfield.
Laura , played by junior Andrea
Tracy, is a painfully shy young
woman in herearly20s "The glass
menagerie is Laura's world," Ryan

ENTERTAI MENT

The Art ofSelfDefens.:

The Glass Menagerie., wntten

Art
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ATAr,.NING
Af'.D NAIL SALON
'27900 CHAGRIN
BLVD.
(2 16) 591-1050

SESSIONS
4 SESSIONS .. $19.00
8 SESSIONS.. $32.00
IoSESSIONS .. $38.00

ONECOURSETRATCOULDCHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR UFE.
Look forward to the future with
confidence Enroll in Army ROTC,
an elective that's different from
any other college course. ROTC
offers hands-on leadersh1p trammg. Traimng that gtves you
expenence and helps build self-

---=-

UNLMTIDUSE
2 WEEKS .. $32.00
I

MONTH .. $4.5.00

confidence, character and management skills All the credenttals
employers look for. ROTC IS open to
freshmen and sophomores WJthout
obligation and requires about 4
hours per week. It will put your
life on a whole new course.

ARMY ROTC
m

SMARTEST COLLEGE. COURSE IOU CU TilE.

For details , visit 2nd f1oor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421

L-- - -- - - -- -----'
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And another thing ...

Read the fine print
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

The
as the representative for the Graduating Class at

Commenc

en

(Which by the way is only 95
days away. Not that we're
count ing.)

I can't help but feel Cleveland Mayor Michael White
made a deal wnh the dev1l.
Right now, the popular refrain in town is to bash the
mayor forgiving up the Browns.
Somesayeven though the name
and colors wtll stay, the history
isgoneforever,asareourmemories of the players who once
wore the brown and orange
with pride.
Withallduerespecttothose
people, their view of the NFL is
idealistic,not to mention sappy.
How much pride have Bill
Belichick's soldiers of misfortunegiven us the last five years?
Popular players were unceremoniously cut, and replaced
by, what's the word I'm looking
for, stiffs. Todd Philr.ox?Freddie
Childress? Ouch.
And oh, how; as a city, we
swelled with pride as Andre
Rison gave the home fans a full
21-gun salute with his middle
finger.
The objection hereis not one
of stolen memories or lack of a
team for three years. It's about
the one mistake the mayor has
made. He trusts the NFL to do
the righ t thing.
By now we've all seen the
deal. Within three years, Cleveland will either obtain an expansion franchise or an existing team. In addition, the city
receives up to $58 mi !I ion from
the league to help build a new
stadium, a nd AnModcllm1.\

•

sent to each

Applications will be

senior

and may be

pay the cny nea rly $12 million
in damages. A few problems
exist here.
White says the league will
contribute between $28million-58 million for thesradi urn.
He says there are no stri ngs attached. Right. These noble
owners, whovotedovcrwhel mingly to allow Modell's cash
dash to Baltimore, are just go- .

11

Carroll wrestlers fall to Mount
Steven R. Colaianni
Staff Reporter

ing to give Cleveland this
money? Either it's a loan, or it
means the NFL will share m
the ownership of a new facil ity. That means they would
a!so share in the profits. Question: Will they also have naming rights?
A second concern revolves
around what kind of team the
city gets. Bank on it not being
an expansion team. NFL owners are on record as not wanting to expand again for another
l0orl5years. Ownersof established teams were embarrassed
this past season as thejacksonvillej aguarsandCaroli na Panthers, s tocked with leaguegiven draft picks, were competitive week in and week out.
The Pa nthers almost made the
playoffs. The bottom line is the
league has been watered down
by expansion. Owners will
turn off the sprinklers.
lt's likely we'll end up with
anexistingteam,a team which
isn't happy with its current
"stadium arrangement" and
will haveto movefor"competitive reasons." Sound familiar?
Look at some of the owners
who have moved or threatened
to move in the last year. Georgia Fromierreof the Rams, Bud
Adams of the Oilers, the Cardina ls' Bill Bid well and Art
Modell. AquicktallyofSuper
Bowl rings in that d istinguished group shows zero.
White says whichever team
comes here will be locked in

Three pieces of evidence suggest that matters were turned a bit
upside-down for the john Carroll
Untversity wrestling ream last
Fnday night.
Exhibit A: Three of the four
seniors in the line-up lost, while
two of the three freshman in the
line-up won.
Exhibit B: jCU's only nation ally ranked wre tier lost, but the
on! y wrestler with a record not
above .500 won.
ExhibitC: The Blue Streaks recorded two falls in the first period
of matches, yet lost two marches
in overtime.
The verdict came in as a 19-18
loss to Mount Union in the Don
Shula Sports Center.
"1 felt we had made some significant progress since we last
wrestled Mount Union," Coach
Kerry Volkmann said "Three of
our four competing seniors did
lose, and when that occurs, you
pu t yourself in a tough position.
We had some close bouts at 126
and 190 pounds, but 10 win we
need to have that senior leadership."
The match began inausp iciously for the Streaks when senior JJ Huszczo, ranked third in
Division Jli at 118 pounds, dropped
a 9-5 decision to the Purple Raiders Tracey Lambdin. After freshman Ben Hahlen lost a tough
match in overtime, another freshman, Brandon Steinmetz, turned
the tide for the Streaks. Down 6-0,
the 134-pound Steinmetz fought
back to pin Doug Resor at the 1:28

gets an owner like Bid wilL that
will seem more like a prison
sentence.
Mayor White deserves a lot
of credit for making himself
and theciryof Cleveland heard
to the NFL owners. I'm just not
sure that when this whole malodorous process is over, he'll
wish he would have read the
fine prin t.

followed suit at 142 pou nds with a
pin of Geoff Lewis at the 2:34mark
"We were disappointed about
losing to Mount, but we're not
dwelling on the loss," Roman said.
"Right now our main focus is preparing fo r the OAC Championships."
Mount Union kept pace in the
march with wins at 150 and 158
pounds, but senior Andy Worst
regained the lead for JCU. At 167

pounds, Worst recorded an impresstve 9-3 victory over 1995 national qualifier Russ Powell. The
victory was the 60th of Worst's
career, making him only the 10th
wrestler in J U history to reach
that mark.
"Desptte the loss, I sui! feel we
made some progress (against
Mount Union]," said Volkmann
"Roman and Worst had especially
good turnarounds compared to
the last time we wrestled Mount
Union."
Freshman Jim Ayers added
onto theJCU lead with a surprise
victory over Rob Vettorel at 177
pounds. Ayers'one-point win gave
the Streaks an 18-12 lead going
into the fina l two matches.
Unfortunately, the Streaks
could not hold the lead. Senior
John McGuire lost a 3-1 oventme
decision to Rick Ang10ne at 190
pounds. McGuire's defeat was followed by heavyweight jimmie
Lake's 9-1 loss to two-time All-

American jason Weigand.
"It seems like we've been on the
edge of greatness at rimes this season," Volkmann sa id. "You need
stx or seven conststent guys in order to wm a match We've had a
solid season, but we've also
dropped a lot of very close, rough
marche th1s year."
jCU is now 13-7 -I overall and 52 m the OAC, with both conference losses coming against Mount
Union. The Streaks will close the
dual meet season thts Friday, February 16, against ddending NAIA
nauonalchampion the University
of Findlay. The match is scheduled to get underway at 7:00 p.m
in the Don Shula Sports Center.
'Like Mount, the ma tch against
Findlay will be an excellent tuneup for the OAC Championships
(February 24]," said Volkmann.
"We'll have a lot of tough rna rches
against Findlay, but we'll keep
working hard and progressing ina
posiuve direction.·

m

JJ. Huszczo maintains the upper hand against his opponent
during the OAC Duals.

picked up in the Student Life Office.
A typed copy of your speech
must be turned in t o the Student Life
office by Thursday,

February 29, 1996 at
&p.m.
Auditions will be scheduled March 18 and March 21 at Sp.m. in
the Dean's Conference Room.
Contact Genesis Brown, Senior class president or Lisa
Heckman, Director of Student Activities with any questions.

$1.50 DOMESTICS
Wednesday
$1.50 WELL DRINKS

T h u r s d a _v f21 15}
GUINESS SPECIAL
22oz. BOTILES FOR $2.50
M.D. 2 0/2 0

Frldav 12/161
Sweet W i I I y 8 t he So I i d Cats
EVERY FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR 6-9p.m.
DOLLAR DRAFTS AND FREE PIZZA

Sat u r d a v l 2 I 17}
World Be Free
321-7272
~1
anc1

20680 N. PJik Bl~d.
OVel

Olll'y'

UniveiSIIY His
;Ji.Ccl)C

Ryan Eskridge
Sophomore, Men 's Basketball

Chris Roman

Eskridge calmly sank two freethrows wrt.h only six seconds
left to lift the Blue Streaks to a
66-65 victory over Muskingum.
The win helped improve thier
overall record to 16-6, OAC
record to 12-4, and allowed
JCU to remain in first-place
with two
left.

Roman defeated Mount Union's
Geoff Lewis (the OAC's predicted# I seed at 142 pounds)
after pinning him at the 2:34
mark of the first period. Roman
was one of only four wrestlers
to win aga1nst Mt Union. The
victory lifted Roman's overall
record to 7 -I 2.

Sophomore, Wrestling

--
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Read the fine print
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

The
as the representative for the Graduating Class at

Commencem

(Which by the way is only 95
days away. Not that we're
counting.)
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I can't help but feel Cleve
land Mayor Michael White
made a deal wi1 h the devil.
Right now, the popular refrain in 1own is to bash the
mayor forgiving up the Browns.
Somesayeven though the name
and colors will stay: the history
is gone forever, as are our memories of the players who once
wore the brown and orange
with pride.
With all due respect to those
people, their view of the NFL is
ideal istic,not ro mention sappy.
How much pride have Bill
Belichick's soldiers of misfortunegiven us the last five years?
Popular players were unceremoniously cut, a nd replaced
by, what's the word I'm looking
for, sti ffs. Todd Philr.ox?Freddie
Childress? Ouch.
And oh, how, as a city, we
swelled with pride as Andre
Rison gave the homefansa f u11
21-gun salute with his middle
finger.
The objection here is not one
of stolen memories or lack of a
team for three years. lr's about
the one mistake the mayor has
made. He trusts the NFL to do
the right thing.
By now we've all seen the
deal. Within three years, Clevela nd will either obtain an expansion franchise or an existing ream. In addit io n, the city
receives up to $58 million from
the league to help build a new
stadium and Art.}.!odell m t
pay the city nearly $12 million
in damages. A few problems
ex ist here.
White says the league will
contribute between $28million-58 millionforrhestadium.
He says the re are no stri ngs attached. Right . These noble
owners,whovoted overwhel mingly to allow Modell's cash
das h to Baltimore, are just go- .

ing to give Cleveland this
money? Either it's a loan, or it
means the NFL will share in
the ownership of a new facility. That means they would
also share m the profits. Question: Will they also have namtng rights?
A second concern revolves
around what kind of team the
city gets. Bank on it not being
an expansion ream. NFL owners are on record as not wanringtoexpand again for another
10or15years. Owners of established teams were embarrassed
this past season as thejacksonvillejaguarsandCarolina Pan thers, stocke d wi th leaguegiven dra ft picks, were competitive week in and week out.
The Panthers almost made the
playoffs. The botto m line is the
league has bee n watered down
by expansion . Owners will
turn off the sprinklers.
It's like! y we'll end up with
an existingteam,a team which
isn't happy with its current
"stadium arrangement" and
will haveto movefor "compet itive reasons." Sound familiar?
Look at some of the ow ners
who have moved or threatened
to move in th e last year. Georgia Frontierre of the Rams, Bud
Adams of the Oilers, the Cardinals' Bill Bid well a nd Art
Modell. A quick tally of Super
Bowl rings in tha t d isti nguished group s h ows zero.
W hite says whichever team
comes here will be locked in

Carroll wrestlers fall to Mount
pounds, Worst recorded an ImSteven R. Colaianni
pressive 9-3 victory over 1995 naStaff Reporter
Three pteces of evidence sug- tional qualifier Russ Powell The
gest tha t matters were turned a bit victory was the 60th of Worst's
up ide-down for the john Carroll career, making him only the 30th
University wrestling team last wrestler in JCU history to reach
that mark.
Friday night.
"Despite the loss, I sull feel we
Exhibit A Three of the four
seniors in the hne-up lost, while made some progress (against
two of the three freshman in the Mount Union]," aid Volkmann.
"Roman and Worst had especially
line-up won.
Exhibtt B: JCU's only nation- good turnarounds compared to
ally ranked wrestler lost , but the the last time we wrestled Moum
only wrestler with a record not Union."
Freshman jim Ayers added
above 500 won.
ExhibitC: TheBlueStreaksre- onto thejCU lead with a surprise
corded two fa lis in the first pe nod victory over Rob Vettorel at 177
of matches, yet lost two matches pounds. Ayers'one-pointwingave
the Streaks an 18-12 lead going
in overtime.
The verdict came in as a 19-18 in10 the fmal two matches.
Unfortunately, 1he S1reaks
loss to Mount Union in the Don
could not hold the lead. Senior
Shula Sports Center.
"I felt we had made some sig- john McGuire lost a 3-1 overume
nificant progress since we last decision to Rick Angione at 190
wrestled Mount Union," Coach pounds. McGuire'sdefearwasfolKerry Volkmann said. "Three of lowed by heavyweight Jimmie
our four competing seniors did Lake's 9-l loss to two-time Alllose, and when that occurs, you
pur yourself in a tough position.
We had some close bouts at 126
and 190 pounds, but to win we
need to have that senior leader ship."
T he match began inausp iciously for the Streaks when senior Jj. Huszczo, ranked third in
Division Ill at 118 pounds,d ropped
a 9-5 decision to the Purple Raiders Tracey Lambdin. After freshman Ben Hahlen lost a tough
match in overtime, another freshman, Brandon Steinmetz, turned
the tide for the Streaks. Down 6-0,
the 134-pound Steinmetz fought
back to pm Doug Resor at the l:28
.

gets an owner like Bid wilL that
will seem more like a prison
sentence.
Mayor W h ite deserves a lot
of credit for making himself
and thecityof Cleveland heard
to th e NFL owners. I'm just not
sure that when this whole malodorous process is over, he'll
wish h e would have read the
fine print.
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Amencanjason Weigand.
"It seems like we've been on the
edge of greatness at times this season," Volkmann said. "You need
six or seven consistent guys in order to win a match. We've had a
solid season, but we've also
dropped a lot of very close, tough
matches this year"
JCU is now 13-7 l overall and 52 in the OAC, with both conference losses coming against Mount
Union The Streaks will close the
dual meet season th1s Friday, February 16, against defending NAIA
nation aI champton the Umvers1ty
of findlay. The match IS scheduled to get underway at 7:00 p m
in the Don Shula Sports Center.
"Like Mount, the match against
Findlay will be an excellent tuneup for the OAC Championships
(February 241," said Volkmann .
"We'll have a lot of tough matches
against Findlay, but we'll keep
working hard and progressing ina
positive direction ."

l1 I

followed su it at 142 pounds with a
pin of Geoff Lewis at the 2:34mark.
"We were disappointed about
losmg to Mount, but we're not
dwelling on the loss," Roman said.
"Right now our main focus is preparing fo r the OAC Championships."
Mount Union kept pace in the
match with w ins at 150 and 158
pounds, but senior Andy Worst
regained the lead for JCU. At 167

JJ. Huszczo maintains the upper hand against his opponent
during the OAC Duals.

picked up in the Student Life Office.
A typed copy of your speech
must be tumed in to the Student Life

of fice by

.._

Thursday,

February 29, 1996 at
Sp.m.
Auditions will be scheduled March 18 and March 21 at Sp.m. in
the Dean's Conference Room.
Contact Genesis Brown, Senior class president or Lisa
Heckman, Director of Student Activities with any questions.
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$1.50 WELl DRINKS
T h u r s d a v (2 I 15}
GUINESS SPECIAL
22oz. BOTILES FOR $2.50
M.D. 2 0/2 0
F r I d a v ( 2/16)
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World Be Free
321-7272
2 1 a n c1
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Ryan Eskridge
Sophomore, Men's Basketball

Chris Roman
Sophomore. Wrestling

Eskridge calmly sank two freethrows with on ly six seconds
left to lift the Blue Streaks to a
66-65 victory over Muskingum.
The win helped improve thier
overall record to 16-6, OAC

Roman defeated Mount Union's
Geoff Lewis (the OAC's predicted #I seed at 142 pounds)
after pinning him at the 2:34
mark of the first period. Roman
was one of only four wrestlers
to win aga1nst Mt Union. The
victory lifted Roman's overall
record to 7- I 2.
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D'Angelo creates ripples through diving competition

Two wins stand between men·s hoops and OAC crown

Shannon Sullivan

Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
Twodown, two togo for anOh 1o
Athletic Conference championship.
Tha t's the position the John
Carrol l Men's basketball team
found Itself Ill after picking up
two victories last week, 92-70over
lliram
and
66-6'5
over
Muskingum
If the Blue Streaks sweep their
final two games, last night at
Baldw in -Wa llace and at home
this Saturday afternoon against
secon d place Ohio Northern,
they'll be the OAC regular season
champions for the seco nd time in
three years.

Staff Reporter

tanding on the edge of a
slightly springy board, three
meters above the water, palms
sweating, heart poundmg, and
mind racing with visiOns of tWISts
and turns wh1le m thea1r isadaily
mual for john Carroll Universny
All-Amencan diver Frank
D'Angelo.
At the climax of his seventh
season of diving, Frank recal led
how hegor starred "I used toswim
in high school but switched todJVmg because my older brother was
mvolved "
Here at john Carroll, there are
rwo different heights of diving

boards - rhe one meter and the
three meter. The maJOr difference,
besides the height, is the added
spring of the one meter versus the
three meter.
"The three meter, to me, is more
fun. It allows me to attempt more
moves, but l feel safer on the one
meter', said D'Angelo.
Although he played other
sponswhilegrowing up, D'Angelo
explained that d1vmg is more of a
mental game rather than physi cal He said with the focus on the
md1v1dual, it IS easy to psyche
yourself out, and from there, Hcan
be downhill Divmg is all about
keeping your mind and body under control.

Ath lencs these days have become centered around com petition and the word "fun' 1s sometimes hard to fmd. "It is easy to get
caught up 1n thecompetmon, but
lremem berth at !dive because it IS
fun.l really enjoy domg it because
Jt is kind of d1fferent, and the atmosphere IS always positive,"
D'Angelo said.
As with any sport, atmosphere
can play a key role with the result
of the contest At a swim meet,
diving and swimm ing eventS occur right beside each other. Many
rimes the cheering for swimming
can overwhelm the silence a diver
is used to. Yet D'Angelo said that
the noise doesn't really bother him.

Women's b-ball falls twice
Streaks lose to Muskingum and Baldwin-Wallace
Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter

It's now or never for the john
Carroll University women's basketball team.
The Bl ueStrea ks looked to pick
up a few victories hopmg to move
up in the Ohio Athletic Conference srandmgs down the stretch.
Butaf ter beating Hiram on the
road 81-66, the Streaks dropped
two key games to Muskingum and
Baldwin-Wallace, giving them a
7-lO OAC record , 10-13 overall.
Coming off last week's upset
win overCap1ta I, the Streaks went
into Hiram looking to avoid a letdown, said coach Carol Dugan.
"Hiram is not the kind of team
that should be at the bottom lof
r1ie A sranarngs, ugan ~ara.
"T hey've been in every game all
year, and you can never take a
game li ghtly in this league."
Although the St reaks starred
off slowly aga1nst Hiram , they
pulled away in the second half,
ptckmg up a mu ch needed 81 66
win. Frcshlnan forward Erin
Biehle lead the team with 26
points and 9 rebounds.
"What we were looking to do

wascarryovereverythingf rom the OAC playoffs
Capital game," Biehle said. "We
"They were getting three opknew we could not letdown, and portunities every time down the
we wanted togooutandexecute.· floor," Deanna Bahhur said. 'Our
The Streaks stayed on the road guards need to step it up, and paSaturday when they traveled to tience is the key."
Muskingum . Sophomore forward
Biehle aga in led the team in
Molly Brenlove said that scoring with 15, and junior center
Muskingum was
Bahhur
looking to exact
pulled down
a litt le revenge "They wete really
reseven
from their first
bounds.
visit to the Don pumped up to play
T h e
Shula
Sport s
Baldwin Center in No- us. I was a little
Wallacegame
vember, when
was a contest
the Streaks came
Streaks
disappointed with the
away with an B0needed to win
to hold onto
74 win.
our play."
"We felt really
sixth place in
goo about the
the OAC.
Molly Brenlove
T h e
game, especially
after commg off
Streaks
the H1ram and the Capital game," opened upquicklyas they jumped
Brenlove said. "But they were re- out in from 10- J Sophomore forally pumped up to play us. I was a ward Magg1eO'Gara hit two threelittle disappomted with our play.
pointe rs and Molly Brenlove
Dugan said th at rebounding scored eight points as the Streaks
and poor shot selectiOn were keys opened up a l8-9lead.
toM uskingum 's 72-64 victory and
The Streaks went out in front
th at those were the things they 34-24 butt he Yellowjackets got to
would need to work on before the
see B-Ball, page 13

"I think to myself, 'Good approach, good emry, and just rake
one thmgata time,msa1d D'Angelo.
Cheering the
loudest are several
members of Frank's
family.
'Fam ily support
makes such a drfference,' said D'Angelo.
"Iof ten get picked on
for having my own
cheenng section.'
There IS much
support between
themenandwomen
and swimmers and
dwers. Diving is an
event of swimming,andalthough
there may be a fine lin e, the team
is nothing less tha n a whole.
"Frank is on a whole different
level. He trainsandcompetesconsistently,and he has expa nded his
number of dives which will make
him more compet itive at Nationals," said senior women's captain
Peggy Dempsey.
Nationals, which begin March
21, is the time where Frank
D'Angelo will be atthe peak of his
performance.
"Part of being a diver is knowing you are going to do well," said
D'Angelo.
Last year during a dive at
D'Angelo's peak performance in
Nationals, he hit the board.
'A n accident like that blows
you mentally and physically," recalled D'Angelo. "Since the n I have
been more cautious with my dives.

I may never get over a fear of the
board, but as coach says, 'Suck It
up, and just do it'·
Coming back
strong from hisaccidem, D'Angelo said
his goa lsforthis year
are to end up 111 th e
top five for both the
one meter and three
meter.
As for the swim
team, this week is
just full of anxiety
and antiCipation
while awaiting the
upcoming
OAC
tournament.
"There is a positive outlook for
both the women and men. We have
been tapering all week in preparation for OAC's," said sophomor~
Erica Zupancic. Taperi ng is the
practice of red ucing the workload
before a big meet.
With the tradition of specific
dinner foods, visualization techniques, and coach's inspirational
pep talks, both the women and
men swimmers and divers are
ready to continue the tradition of
winningchampionships. The sign
on the locker room door says it all:
'We are just one from six, just
one team here to swim for a proud
tradition. Long after the races are
over the only thing that will matter is this: We are John Carroll
Universityswimminganddiving,
a dynasty that is too steadfast to
sway, too strong to f1 inch, too stubborn to crumble:

8-Ball
con't from page 13
within 34-32 at the half .
While the Streaks kept a
small lead throughout much of
the second hal f, they missed the
play of Biehle, (117 points per
game) who sat out the game because of ill ness.
But Bahhu1· and Brenlove
stepped up their game on the in·
side. Brenlove finished with 22
pointsand IOboards,andBahhur
picked upl6pointsand6assists
Although the St reaks led 6053 with 724left to pl ay, the Yellow Jackets went on a 18-5 run to
go up 71-65 with 140 to play
Bren love scored six of JCU's
last seven points,and they pulled
to 71-69 with 53 seconds left.
The Yellow jackets hit four

For Coach M1ke Moran, the two
VIctones last week demonstrated
that his team is gaining strength
nstcad of fadi ngas the regular season draws to a close
"What I'm happy about JS that
10 prev10us years the season wears
on you. You get a li ttle bit stale,"
Moran said "Our kids, they've been
able to stay 111 games mentally,
their attitude has been really great.
lha t's why [we've] been in almost
every game. We've only had a
couple of games we've been out
of"
The mental aspect of the team
was never more tested than in
Saturday's
game
against
Musk ingum. TheMuskiesleadthe
free throws,a nd they came away
with a 75-69 win.
The Streaksshot poorly at the
free-throw line, making on ly
seven out of thirteen, and BW
had a hot hand from three-point
land, hitting!Oof 20 three pointers.
The Streaks will travel to Ada
to takeonOhioNonhern in their
fina l regular season OAC game
this Saturday. But for them tow in
against the Polar Bears and succeed in the OAC post season tournament, Dugan said that her exper ie nced players must step up.
"Deana [Bahhur] and Erin
Biehle have the potential to
dominate a game," Dugan said.
"All of our players have to believe in theirabilityand that they
can do the things they are capable of."
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conference 111 defense, but at the
offens1ve end, their play was the
pace of a Los Angeles traffic jam.
The Streaksjumped to a 42-291ead
early in the second half, but the
Muskiesclawed back to take a late
65-64 lead Blue Streak sophomore guard Ryan Eskridge gave
JCU a 66-65lead with six seconds
left by sinking two free throws.
Sull, Muskingum's Chad Oliver
nearly won it, but his three pointer
bounced off the rim at the buzzer
Perhaps not the most impressive of victorie , but still an important one. joh n Ca rroll went
into last week lead ing second
place Ohio Northern and Capital
byonlyonegame. Both teams won
two games to stay one back. Capital played at Hiram last night and
Saturday at
w11l finish
Muskingum. Ohio Northern
hosted last place Heidelberg yesterday and w11l conclude Saturday at john Carroll, a game that
could decide the championship.
The game with Nonhern is a JJ. Richarson extends to get his shot off from behind the
good news-bad news proposition. backboard in a 66-65 win over Muskingum last Saturday.
The good news is that the game is
in the Don Shula Sports Center our game."
want to tie for the ham pion h1p.
where the Blue Streaks are 7-l this
'We d idn't play a very good A ne's like kissing your sister.We've
season. The bad newsisthat,s ince game down there." center jeffrey been in first place since day one,
joining the OAC in l989,JCU is 3- Sesplankis said of the first meet- and we want to fimsh on top.'
ll against the Polar Bears. Head ing this year. 'Westi II had a chance
Moran hopes Saturday' big
Coach Mike Moran is 1-6 against totieorwin thegameattheend. lr game brings out the best in the
ONU, in his tenureatjCU, includ- was a game we thought we sho uld JCU student body. "l think its going a 66-64\ossearlier this season. have won .'
ing to be very important to get our
"They're always one of the best
"We've always had a rough time sixth man, our fans there," Moran
defensive teams," Moran said. with them. l don't know if it's the said. "That hdps us m so many
"They play a very physical, ught style they play or whatever, but we ways, to have some people behind
man to man [defense]. J think in just have a tough time playing with you. That fan support IS desperthe past, they've done a good job of them," Eskridge said. ' It's the big- ately needed when you get down
muscling us and taking us out of gest game of the season. We don't to these game ·
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D'Angelo creates ripples through diving competition
Shannon Sullivan

boards - the one meter and the
three meter The maJOr dtfference,
tanding on the edge of a besides the he1ght, is the added
slightly springy board. three- spring of the one meter versus the
meters above the water, palms three meter
sweating. heart pounding. and
"The three meter, to me, JS more
m tnd racing wit h visions of twists fun. It allows me to auempt more
and turns while tn thea•risada ily moves. but I feel safer on the one
ritual for john Carroll University meter", said D'Angelo.
Ali -Amencan dive r Frank
Although he played other
D'A nge lo.
sports while growing up, D'Angelo
At the climax of his seventh expla1ned that d •vmg IS more of a
season of diving. Frank recalled mental game rather than physihowhegotstaned "lusedrosw•m cal. He said with the focus on the
in high school but switched todiv- mdtvtdual. 1t is easy to psyche
tng because my older brother was yourself out, and from there, It can
tn volved."
be downhill. Diving is all about
Here at john Carroll, there are keeping your 1111nd and body untwo d ifferent heights of dtving der control.
Staff Reporter--

Athleucs these days have become centered around compeutJon and the word "fun' is sometimes hard to find. "It is easy tO get
caught up m thecompetlllon, but
I remember that [dive because it is
fun. I reallyenjoydoingit because
it is kmd of different, and the atmosphere is always positive,"
D'Angelo said
As with any sport, atmosphere
can play a key role with the result
of the contest At a swtm meet,
diving and swimming events occur right beside each other. Many
times the chcenng for swimming
can overwhelm the silence a diver
is used to. Yet D'Angelo said that
the noise doesn't reall y bother him.

Women's b-ball falls twice
Streaks lose to Muskingum and Baldwin-Wallace
Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter

It's now or never for the John
Carroll Un iversity women's basketball team.
The Bl ueStreaks looked to pick
up a few victories hoping to move
up in the Ohio Athletic Conference stand ings down the stretch.
Bu t after beating Hiram on th e
road 81-66, the Streaks dropped
two keygames to Muskingum and
Baldwin-Wallace, giving th em a
7-I 0 OA C record, l0-13 overall.
Coming off last week's upset
win over Ca pu al,t he Streaks went
into Hira m look ing ro avo id a let·
down, sa1d coach Carol Dugan.
"Hiram 1s not the kind of team
that should be at the bottom lof
1l1e
stan rngs,
ugan sal
I hey've been in every game all

yea r, and you can never take a
ga me ligh tl y in th is league"
AIt hough the Streaks stan ed
off . lowly aga1ns t H1ram. th ey
pulled away in the second half,
picki ng up a much neede d 81-66
w1n. Fres hm an fo rwa rd Er in
B• ehle lead the team with 26
points and 9 rebounds.
"W hat we were look ing to do

wascarryovereverything from the OAC playoffs.
Capital game," Biehle said. "We
"They were getting th ree opknew we could not letdown. and portunities every time down the
we wanted to go out and execute." floor," Deanna Bahhur said. 'Our
The Streaks stayed on the road gua rds need to step it up, and paSaturday when they traveled to tience is the key."
Muskingum. Sophomore forward
Biehle again led the team in
Molly Brenlove said that scori ng with 15, and junior center
Muskingum was
B a hhur
looking to exac t
pulled down
a little revenge "They wete teal/y
seve n
re from th eir first
bounds.
visit to the Don pumped up to play
T h e
Shul a Sports
B a ldwin Wall acegame
Ce nt er in No- us. I was
little
vem ber, when
was a contest
th e Streaks came
Streaks
disappointed with the
away wi th an80needed to win
74 win.
to hold onto
"We felt reaU y OUt play."
sixth place in
goo a out t c
the OAC.
Molly Brenlove
r h e
game, especially
afte r co ming off
Strea k s
the Hi ram and the Capital game." opened upquicklyas they jumped
Brenlove said. "But they were re- out in f rant 10-1. Sophomore forall y pumped up to play us. I was a ward MaggieO'Gara hit two threelittle dtsappo inted with our play. pointers and Moll y Brenlove
Dugan sa id that reboundin g scored eight points as the Streaks
and poor shot selecuon were keys opened up a l8-9 lead.
to Muski ngum 's 72-64 victory and
The Streaks went out in front
that those were the thin gs they 34-24 but the Yell owj ackets got to
would need to work on before the
see 8-Ball, page 13

a

"I thmk to myself, 'Good ap- I may never get over a fear of the
proach, good entry, and just rake board, but as coach says. 'Suck it
one th ingata t1me,"'sa1d D'Angelo. up, and just do it'."
Cheenng the . - - - - - - - - - ,
Coming back
loudest are several
strong from his accimembers of Frank's
dent, D'Angelo said
family.
his goa Is forth is year
'Family support
are to end up in the
makes such a dlffertop five for both the
ence,' sa 1d D'Angelo.
one meter and three
' I of ten get picked on
meter.
for having my own
As for the sw im
cheenng section."
team, this week is
There IS much
just full of anxiety
support between
and anticipa tio n
the men and women
while awa iting the
and sw immers and
OAC
upco ming
d ivers. Diving is an
tournament.
event of swi mmi ng,and al though
"There •sa positi ve outlook fo r
there may be a fine li ne, th e team both thewomenand men.We have
is noth ing less tha n a whole.
been tapering all week in prepa"Frank is on a whole di fferent ration for OA C's," said so pho m or~
leveLHe trains and com petes con- Erica Zupancic. Ta pering is the
sistently,a nd he has expanded his practice of reducing th e workload
numbe r of di ves which will make before a big meet.
him more competitive at NationWith the tradition of specific
als," said senior wome n's captain dinn er foods, visualization techPeggy Dempsey.
niques, and coach's inspira tional
Nationals, which begin March pep talks, both the women and
21 , is the time where Frank men swimmers and divers are
D'Angelo will beatthe peak of his ready to continue the tradition of
performance.
winningchampionships.Th esi gn
"Pan of being a diver is know- on the locker room door says it all:
ing you are going to do well ," said
'We are just one from six, just
D'Angelo.
one team here to swim for a proud
Last year during a dive at tradition. Long after the races are
D'Angelo's peak performance in over the only thing that will matNationals, he hit the board .
ter is this: We are John Carroll
'An accident like that blows Universityswimminga nddi ving,
you mentall y and physically,' re- a dynasty that is too stead fa st w
called D'Angelo. 'Since then I have sway, too strong to flinch , too stubbeen more cautious with my dives. born to crumble.'
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conference 111 defense, but at the
offensive end, their play was the
pace of a Los Angeles traffic jam
The Streaks jumped to a 42-29lead
early in the second half, but the
Muskiesclawcd back totakea late
65-64 lead Blue Streak sophomore guard Ryan Eskridge gave
JCU a 66-65 lead with six seco nds
left by si nk1 ng two free throws.
Still, Muskingum's Chad Oliver
nea rly won it, but his three pointer
bounced off the nm at th e buzzer.
Perh aps not the most impresSive of victories, but still an important one. john Carroll went
into last wee k leadi ng second
place Ohio Northern and Capital
by onl yonega me. Both tea ms won
two games to stay one back. Ca pital played at Hi ram las t night and
will fi ni sh Sa turday at
Muskingum. Ohio Northern
hosted last place Heidelberg yesterd ay and will conclude Satu rday at john Ca rroll, a game that
could decide th e cham pionsh ip.
The ga me wi th Northern is a JJ. Richarson extends t o get his shot off from behind the
good news-bad news proposi tion
backboard in a 66-65 win over Muskingum last Saturday.
The good news is that the game is
in the Don Shula Sports Center our game."
want to tie for the championshtp.
where the Blue Streaks are 7-1 this
' We didn 't play a ve ry good A tie's I ike kissmg your sister. We've
season. The bad news ist hat,since game down th ere,' center Je ffrey bee n in first place since day one,
joining the OAC in l989,JCU is 3- Sesplankis sa id of the [i rst meet- and we want to finish on top.'
ll against the Polar Bears. Head ing this year.' Westi II had a chance
Moran hopes Saturday's btg
Coach Mike Moran is 1-6 agatnst to tie or win thegameattheend. It game brings out the best in the
ONU, in hts tenure atjCU,includ- was a gam e we thought we should j CU student body. 'I thmk liS go·
ing a 66-64loss earlier this season. have won."
ing to be very 1mporram to get our
"They're a1ways one of the best
'We've always had a rough time sixth man, our fans there,' Moran
defen sive tea ms," Moran said. with them. t don't know if it's the sa1d. 'Tha t helps us tn so many
"They play a very ph ysical, ti ght style they play or whatever, but we ways. to have some people bchmd
man to man [defense]. I think in just have a tough time pl ayi ng with you. That fan support •s de pe rth e past, they've done a good job of them,' Eskridge said. ' It's th e big- atcly needed when you get down
muscling us and taki ng us out of gest game of the season. We don't to these games •
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wtt hi n 34- 32 at the half.
Whil e th e Streak s kept a
small lead throughout much of
the second half , they missed the
play of Biehle, (117 points per
gam e) who sa t out th e game because of ill ness
But Bahhur a nd Brenlove
stepped up their game on the insid e. Brenlove finish ed wi th 22
points and 10 boa rds, and Bahhur
picked up 16 points and 6 assists
Alt hough the Streaks led 6053 with 7:241eft to play, the Yellow Jackets went on a l8-5run w
go up 71-65 with 1:40 to play.
Brenlove scored six of JCU's
last seven poi ms,and they pulled
ro 71-69 with 53 seconds left.
The Yellow jackets hi t four
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free throws,a nd they came away
wi th a 75-69 win.
The Streaksshor poorly at the
free-throw line, making onl y
seven out of thirteen , and BW
had a hot hand from three-point
land , hiui ng LOof 20th ree pointers.
T he Streaks will travel to Ad a
to takeonOhioNonhern in their
final regular season OAC ga me
thisSaturday. But forth em to win
against the Polar Bears and succeed in the OAC postseason tournament, Dugan said tha t her experienced players must step up.
"Deana [Bahhur] and Erin
Biehle have the potential !0
dominate a game," Dugan said.
"All of our players have to believe in theirabilityand that they
can do the things they are capable of."
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St. Thomas University
17ze .-l!!:l!diocesan Catholic_University oj Florida
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Twodown,twotogoforanOhto
Athletic Conference champion
sh1p.
That's the posiuon the john
Carroll Men's basketball team
found nself 1n after pickmg up
two victories last week, 92-70over
Hiram
and 66-65 over
Muskingum
If the Blue Streaks sweep their
final two games, last night at
Ba ldwl!l·Wallace and at home
th is Saturday afternoon against
second place Ohio No rt he r n,
they'll be the OAC regular season
champions for the second time in
three years.

For Coach Mike Moran, the two
vic tones last week demonstrated
that his team is ga ining strength
nsteadof fadingas the regular season draws to a close ..
"What I'm happy about is that
in previous years the season wears
on you. You get a little btt stale,"
Moran said. 'Our kids, they've been
able to stay in games mentally,
their attitude has been really great
Tha t's why [we've] been in almost
every game. We've only had a
couple of games we've been out
of."
The menta l aspec t of the team
was never more tested tha n in
Sat u rd ay's
game
aga ins t
Muski ngum. The Muskies lead the
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St. Thomas is committed co developing the
intelleaual, spiritual, and ethical vaJues of its future
lawyers
-<¢> St. Thomas' low student-to-faculty ratio allows for
personalized guidance from the faculty
-¢- Sc. Thomas is the only Catholic law school in the
Southeastern United States.
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Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
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Two wins stand between men·s hoops and OAC crown
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SABB debate: the "Average
Student" replies

History comes

full circle

HITS & misses

..._

HIT: The Valentine's Day dance. Even
though not everyone was able to go, the
event was a success. m i s s: A lack of
Project Gold volunteers for projects other
than Meals on Wheels. HIT: "Death by Chocolate" night in the dining haiL m i s s: More
people need to sign up for Winterfest. HIT:
There are only two weeks until Spring break
Can you believe it? Believe it, and break out
the suntan lotion. m I s s: The constant
noise in the AD building from the construction in the Education Dept. HIT: The battle
between Art Modell and the city of Cleveland has finally ended. HIT: 'friends" forever? Ross and Rachel are finally together.
But will it last?

15

•Views/ Letters to the editor

•Views/Editorial

It's a proven fact that, for better or for worse, history of ten
repeats itself. Countless examples of this a refound in the little,
everyday mistakes each of us make, to the much bigger mistakes we make collectively as a society. One current example of
history repeating itself is what has taken place in Bosnia. No,
the following paragraphs are not going to be a history lesson,
but rather a wake-up call. When it comes to what is going on in
Bosnia, let's face it- many of us are ignorant, even if we do
watch the news
For several years now, "the Bosnia situation" has headlined
news coverage in the United States and around the world. But,
many people are totally uncle2ar on exactly what is going on
"over there." Moreover, they have no basis for their opinion on
whether U.S. troops should be there. Too many Americans are
completely unaware of the war crimes that have taken place in
Bosnia and the surrounding areas. There has been a tradition of
'ethnic cleansing' where the Serbs have swept through Muslim
and Croatian towns, drivng out, detaining or killing the residents and taking over their houses. According to a United
Nations refugee commission internal report, 'Reports of rapes,
murder, death threats, robberies and looting of bags was very
common." In some villages, most of the male population is
missing.
But, since NATO has gotten involved, the slaughters and
'cleansing' have ceased. In essence, what is happening right
now IS the dissolution of what could be considered a holocaust,
very much like the one that wok place in Nazi Germany under
Adolf Hitler. People shudder with thoughts of that holocaust,
and have said that they would never allow anything like that
to occur again - ever And, in much of the world today, people
are outraged about the slaughters that took place in Bosnia, and
are dOing something about it by getting involved. The NATO
agreement reached in Dayton, Ohio has been very successful in
keeping a general ceasefire, but now the goal is for them to
assist in facilitating war crimes trials.
Bat what are we, a Americans, doin about it?
omplainmg.
That's right, the majority of the people in the U.S. ei ther
oppose American involvement in Bosnia, or very reluctantly
support it. Yet, we must continue to preserve the peace if
anything is to be done about the war crimes.
Question: Would Americans passively sit and watch
ifHitler were lO return from the dead today and kill anyone
that is not a part of his Ideal race. Most of us would probably
say no. But, in actuality, that's how the majority of us act
toward "the Bosnia situation."
Supporting the troops we have in Bosnia is the least we can
do, and perhaps the only way we can keep from ignoring the
tragedy that has taken place in Bosnia.
TheUS. is more domestically oriented than any other
country. pecifically, each person needs to pause and really
think about why we should be involved in Bosnia. On the
whole, we need ro pause as a nation and really think about our
role in the world in general. We need to quit taking our status
as a major world power for granted, before it is too late. We
may not always have a lot to be proud of as a nation. After all, it
is doubtful that many Amencans would not punish Hitler for
his crimes if they were given the chance. So, how can we let this
opportunity for justice pass us by?
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Take a look through the eyes of a child
At the start of this new year there was something missing. Bill Watterson, creator of "Calvin&:
Hobbes," had retired after drawing for near ly lO
years.
For those who don't know, "Calvin&: Hobbes" is
a cartoon strip. Calvin is a young boy with an over
active imagination. He
faced challenges from his
third grade teacher, a girl
Genesis
named Susie Perkins and
Brown
his parents. Hobbes is
Senior Class
Calvin's stuffed tiger that
President
shares all of Calvin's
adventures, pranks and
Guest
philosophy on life.
Commentary
Through Watterson's
drawings Calvin came to
gersonif y the simplicity of
a child. Moreover, he examined the complexity of
the adult world and the circumstances surrounding this world. Calvin reminds us of our childhood
and how simple everything was when we were
young.
An example of this is Calvin's simplistic

explanation for snow ange ls; they are angels that
fall from heaven that pass through the atmosphere and only leave their imprints when they
impact on the earth. In one of my favorite strips,
Calvin states that the "world is a complicated
place." Hobbes responds, "Whenever it seems that
way, I take a nap ina tree and wait
for dinner."
The world always seems
simpler when we look through
the eyes of a child. Why that is 1
may never know, but whenever
we look to the past, the problems
we thought were earth shattering
were really only stumbling blocks
to an enjoyable life.
There are some problems that
are earth shaueri ng, but those are
the challenges that draw our strength out and let
us know we are alive. But until we are faced with
these challenges we really don't know our
strengths. Since we were all children once, we
have the strength to conquer any challenge. just
remember to watch out for those falling angels.

Enemy dancers just keep on moving
As we go through life, we are confronted with
Then came the Christmas formal , the occasion
several questions that challenge us. These quescelebrating the seasons, rich in food and (especially on this particular night) drink. One enemy
tions make us ponder the most profound topics.
They include questions such as "What is the sound
dance member, loopy on egg-nog, decided to take a
of one hand clapping? If a tree falls in a forest, and
break by leaning on the nearest support, which
no one is there to hear it does it make a noise? Does happened to be an arch of helium balloons. In the
~~~~~~~~------ process of seeking the support he
the light stay on in the
refrigerator when the door r
needed for relief from his spinning
is closed?' Most confusing
Joe
head, he discovered that helium
balloons are not very structurally
and thought provoking to
me lately, "What is it that
Whalley
sound. He learned this lesson as he
causes some to lose all
Assistantlnt.News&
struck the ground, taking the
Business
Editor
control and sensibility
balloon arch and several balloons
when they get to a dance
with him.
hall and become enemy
And the dancers danced on
dancers?"
Commentary
(while dodging loose balloons).
This is a question that l
More recently, at the
have been asking myself
Valentine's Day dance entitled
since this year's homecoming dance. It came to me "Sea of Love," several enemy dancers decided to
as l saw the danger and pain inflicted by certain
celebrate the occasion in Greek tradition by
enemy dancers on certain others as they hopped
gleefully tossing and shattering their empty
and bopped, violently swinging their limbs to the
glasses. Unfortunately, the many on the dance
rhythm of the music spun by the energetic Dj. The floor that were shoelessdue to pain inflicted by
violence with which they moved was enough to
stilettos while dancing, found themselves lightmake some want to seek the protection of a hockey footing it back to their tables to allow workers to
helmet, shoulder pads, and a cup. That wasn't the
sweep the floor clean of the hazardous glass chips.
worst of it, though. I was out on the Einy dance
And the dancers danced on (as soon as the floor
floor defending my plot from invading dancers
was swept.)
when an enemy dancer sunk to the lowest of low.
Why do they do it? What comes over certain
knew something out of the ordinary had happened individuals at these events that transforms them
when I heard people shouting, some in jest and
into the enemy dancer? Is it the adrenaline rush
some in absolute horror. One of the enemy, the
caused by the music's beat? Maybe it's due to the
rough and rowdy dancers, had come to the
intoxtcaung dnnks served7 Whatever it is, I hope l
conclusion that it was just too hot to stay fully
never attend a school sponsored dance lacking the
clothed, and decided to try natural ventilation.
enemy dancer. They make it worthwhile to be
Yes, that's right. He mooned the crowd of
there. They give us something to laugh at and
shimmiers and shakers.
something to talk about at dinner in the cafeteria
And the dancers danced on (as soon as the full
the next day. They are th e real reason that I shell
moon was eclipsed by its pants)
out $45 to attend the event.

questions to ask. My two cents: CN, get all
the mformauon and pnnt ttl SU,printsomething yourselves, or distribute the bill, or
put a sign up asking for support . There was
not enough done if you truly wanted student support and not just a house of representatives. I went out and got the information because people like Auricchio exist
Maybe he wasn't l00%correct, but that's no
reason to yell at him and theCNfor printing
crittcism. But it IS a chance for rhe SU to
show just howimportantthis is. Don't waste
your time criticizing criticism. You have
the answers, give them to students !tke me.
And in case you didn't realize it, Mr. Prestdentand the SU, !do not oppose this. I think
others would support you too,that is, if they
didn't have to go around seeking out U
members to explain it to them.

1 am writing in response to the SABB
debate. Not about the SABB and its plusses
or minuses so much as the way 11 has been
presented, the way students have been
trea ted, and the bantering since the last
three responses to jaime Auncch 10's article
(Feb 11 CN)
1 Thank you james Auricchiol Your
article got me to ask about the SABB. For
three years my interest was at best minimal , but the questions you asked pushed
me to "inform" myself. Unfortunately, I had
the same questions that you d1d .
2. Bm while I found Auricch1o's letter
"inspiring" it wasn't particularly "flattering" tojCU studems. l also didn't find the
responses helpful. Starting with the first
article printed and every letter following, Elizabeth Dudash
students have been put into three catego- Class of 1997
ries: either we are CN writers who "have a
grudge against the SU" (Lynch'scomments
Women cannot be denied the
in the Feb. B issue). Or we are a student
right to choose
body that "ca n't be trusted to vote" (A uri cchio 111 the Feb. 8 issue). Or we are "in the
Afterread1ng Lynch's letter2(Feb.l CN),
basement of Dolan playmg 'Cent ury Club'" I found myself to be a little disturbed. Dis(everyo ne , Feb 8 issue). 1ask myself if they turbed because I am a woman who fi rm ly
know what the"average student" does? We believes that no one has the nght to take
read th e paper, we are involved in activiLies away the freedom of choice from another
that may not be considered "SU activities· woman. l fmd there is nothing more cruel
and we are interested in our SU but don't and harmful to a woman and/or child than
have the time to be involved (isn't that why bringingan unwantedchildintothis world.
we have representation?) Weare not shown It is unhealthy for the woman as well the
the proposal, we don't vote on it, we don't child, whether you are looking at the present
"see it" in the CN, or the SU newsletter, or orthe1r possible futures. To make abortions
handed out.
illegal again would be a form punishment
MaybetheSUd
5Upport?How to women's bodies and minds.
aboutjl.lst-genera lyinforming the individuTo Lynch's point concerning Roe v. Wade,
als that do not have the time to show up at it was an accomplishment that needs to be
SU meetings? Should I have had to seek this commended rathenhan reprimanded. This
information I didn't know existed? was a woman who fought and won the case
Shouldn't we be grateful to people like for other women. The purpose behind the
Auricchio who bring it to our at tent ion?
case was not one to legalize, "murder," but
3. Jeff Be.cherer,.iLyou are go.ing c~~...l.li~JJ.P.I~.!J:I-~LW.,<,;,;~~~J.I.I.l.w..I~I:\II,U,,~,~,;~..
plain about "ad horns" then don't ad hom of Sara Weddington (the lawyer who won
back. Even if, as you and Lynch assert, the case), "The battle was never 'for aborAuricc hio'scri ticism is"uninformed ," then tion'.. The battle was for the baste right of
why not inform us instead of bantering women to make their own decisions." The
about how he is "being petty." Doing that importance of this case is one that symbolonly makes you look just as "petty" as you izes the struggles of women and their acclaim he is. Tavolario et. al., you acknowl- complishments throughout time.
edge that the SU "can take attacks" and that
While Lynch does touch on important
thecommentary"wasn'tgrounded in facts' , and sensitive issues, 1 believe we need to
but we never got the chance to read the support thef reed om of choicefor women as
facts.
the illegalization of abortion again would
We cannot be involved in everything, beaformofregressionaswellasneglectof
but we do care. Why talk above our heads? women's inherent rights.
Noarticle gaveaclearexplanation (not good
enough for me at least) to the average stu- Rachel Bowers
dent. At least Auricch1o's article gave us Class ofl996
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ln the early stages of the 1988 presidential campaign, the late Lee Atwater, George
Bush'sca mpaign manager, spent what time
he could watching what the Democrats
were up to. Atwater was petrified by the
campaign of RichardGephardt, whoended
up winning the lowa caucuses.
Atwater, like most people sophisticated
about politics, did not pretend to have a
complicated theory about why voters do
what they do. Atwater, a southerner, had
faith m populism. The Republicans won
when campaigns were dominated by social-issue populism The Democrats won
when they put economic populism to the
fore. Gephardt was scary because he was
trying to unite Democrats on economics,
includmg opposition to free trade, and
Gephardt'sslogan, "It's YourFight,Too," had
the populist feel that Atwater respected
Atwater's approach suggests that the best
way to look at a contest such as the one that
ended in Iowa Monday night is not to focus
simply on winners and losers but also to
hsten to what candidates and voters were
telling each other.
Bob Dole's great strength was stmghtforward- He 1s without quesllon, the most
plausible president m the Republican fteld
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As the SU elections near, it is once again
time again that we, the students, re-evaluateourselvesand thed1rect10nof our school.
We musttake respon ib!lnyforourSU,even
if that meanssimply voting in the elections.
As the candidates' campaigns kick off. I
JUSt want to remind the student body that
the elections are not populamy contests
, or are they meant to be based on name
recognition only. I urge everyone to get to
know alit he candidatesand become familIar with both theircharacterand what they
stand for. lt is the respon ibility of every
student to both get informed and to cast an
educated vote
James K. Sullivan
Class of I998

ACM responds to article on
World Wide Web
Two weeks ago, Lisa Viscusi interviewed
me aboutJCU's home page As the As50Ciation of Computing Machinery's (ACM)
president, I1ried to help her better under
stand what a home page was and toexplam
to her ACM's future plans of reating home
pages for cam pus organizations and depart mems After our discussion l asked her to
verify the article with my advisor before
priming it. Marc Kirschenbaum found it in
the best interest of everyone to wa1r one
more week before running the article. ACM
had not yet had the chance to discuss our
plans with Information Services. We also

thought it would help Viscusi if she waited
for our demo to be complete and come to
view it herself, rogain a beuer understand mgof home pages and our future project
She [VIscusi] quoted members of our organization without our permission (Feb 8
CN). We explicitly requested this matenal
not be released yet and therefore had not
agreed to the use of our quotes
So, why am l so upset about the article
bemg pu bhshed one week early? ACM never
got the chance toconf rom mformation services. They found out our plans, not from
us, but byreadmgtheCN The article makes
It appear as 1f Kirschenbaum and ACM did
not have the considerauon to approach In formation Serv1ces beforf gomg to the CN
ACM had every mtentionof dts ussmg this
with information scrvicesfirst,and thus we
requested a dela)'
My hope is that Vi cusa's JUdgment does
not cause mformation services to tell us
that we cannot do our pro.JCC! My concern
1 notjustthelo ·soffundsforAC l.butalso
the exposure campus organization will
miss out on
l hope everyone learns that although
your permissiOn 1 requested before publishing an article, your judgment may be
tgnored Mak sure you are ready to have
your information published before shannr,
It with the CN
Jackie Brown
Class of I997
Editor's Note: It is rrot)ou rna listie protocol ro
request perm is 1011 to prinllliformation volunteered by a source on record.

From around the nation...
"".--=:-- ~~~

Populist politics: Which approach to take

Jon Kate

Sports
Krloten Sclwleldler
Cllrt atine Dresch

Students' responslbllty to cast
lnfonned votes

The prospect of a Dole presidency is not
particularly frightening to anyone. He is
what he is· a practical, intelligent, experienced Washington type. Washington types
may not be popular, but they are not particularly worrisome.
Lamar Alexander got into contention
not because of his plaid-shirt-wearing. antiWashington posturing, but because he is
Dole light. Like Dole, he has governmental
experience, mcludingseriousttme in Washington. But he is younger, less well-known
and therefore hardenoattack. And because
he stayed out of the worst of the dreadful
negative ca mpa igni ng that hasengu !fed the
Republican contest, Alexander seemed
clean and refresh mg.
Which leaves Pat Buchanan and Steve
Forbes, the only candidates to generate rea I
interest so far Both seem to believe what
they say. Both have ignored the Washing
ton obsession with the budget and cam·
pa1gned on other issues Buchanan has been
both the truest believer In social conservatism. Atwater would have understood this
mix.
Forbes has been the candtdate of free
lunches and negative adverusmg. The first
served him well. smce he injected Ronald
Reagan-styleopnmism about the possthli1·
ne~ of lov. taxe~ and economic growth

However implausible the program, many
voters wammore than fiscal austerity.
On the Qther hand, Forbes was "Richie
Rich," who used his vast fortune to trash the
rest of the Republican field. This issue
caused Forbes trouble att he end oft he Iowa
race, and all of Forbes's Republican opponents unapologeucally invoked class warfare against him. Thts suggestsCl) that voters really don't like negative ads, and (2)
that even Republicans know in their hearts,
as Atwater did, that a certain amount of
class warfare can go a long way.
If you're looking long-term, the implicationsof the Republican racesofarare pretty
clear First, you can gam more ground by
talking about ltving standards than the
budget Second, that the tired ideological
categonesthat have dominated the past year
in Washington don't turn on even Republican voters. Dole fell back not on the great
thmgs the new Republican majority had
accomplished but on the fact that he was
safe and solid.
Clinton may look like a wmner against
any of these potential Republican opponents. But the mere fact that such Implausible presidents as Forbes and Buchanan
have won such a hean suggests a sur ring
mlhecountrythat Atwater, at least, would
have understood.
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SABB debate: the "Average
Student" replies

History comes

full circle

.

HITS & misses
HIT: The Valentine's Day dance. Even
though not everyone was able to go, the
event was a success. m i s s: A lack of
Project Gold volunteers for projects other
than Meals on Wheels. HIT: "Death by Chocolate" night in the dining hall. m i s s: More
people need to sign up for Winterfest. HIT:
There are only two weeks until Spring break.
Can you believe it? Believe it, and break out
the suntan lotion. m I s s: The constant
noise in the AD building from the construction in the Education Dept. HIT: The battle
between Art Modell and the city of Cleveland has finally ended. HIT: "Friends" forever? Ross and Rachel are finally together.
But will it last?
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•Views/ Letters to the editor

•Views/Editorial

It's a proven fact that, for better or for worse, history often
repeats itself. Countless exam pies of this are found in the little,
everyday mistakes each of us make, to the much bigger mistakes we make collective! y as a society. One current example of
history repeating itself is what has taken place in Bosnia. No,
the following paragraphs are not going to be a hi story lesson,
but rather a wake-up ca ll. When it comes to what is going on in
Bosnia, let's face it- many of us are ignorant, even if we do
watch the news
For several years now, "the Bosnia situation" has headlmed
news coverage in the United States and around the world. But,
many people are totally uncle2aron exactly what is going on
"over there." Moreover, they have no basis for their opinion on
whether U.S. troops should be there. Too many Americans are
completely unaware of the war crimes that have taken place in
Bosnia and the surroundmg areas. There has been a tradition of
"ethn ic cleansing" where the Serbs have swept through Muslim
and Croatian towns, drivng out, detaining or killing the residents and taking over their houses. According to a United
Nations refugee commission internal report, "Reports of rapes,
murder, death threats, robberies and looting of bags was very
common." In some villages, most of the male population is
missing.
But, since NATO has gotten mvolved, the slaughters and
"cleansing" have ceased. In essence, what is happening right
now IS the d1ssolution of what co uld be considered a holocaust,
very much hke the one that took place in Nazi Germany under
Adolf Hit ler. People shudder with thoughts of that holocaust,
and have said that they would never allow anything like that
to occur again- ever. And, in much of the world today, people
are ou traged about the slaughters that took place in Bosnia, and
are doing something about it by getting involved. The NATO
agreement reached in Dayton, Ohio has been very success£ ul in
keeping a general ceasefire, but now the goal is for them to
ass ist in facilitating war crimes trials.
'Bu whatare we, a Am ricans, doin abo tit?- - - - Complaining
That's right, the majority of the people in the U.S. either
oppose American involvement in Bosnia, or very reluctant! y
support it. Yet, we must continue to preserve the peace if
anything is to be done about the war crimes.
Question: Would Americans passively sit and watch
ifHnler were to return from the dead today and kill anyone
that is not a part of his ideal race. Most of us would probably
say no. But, in actuality, that 's how the majority of us act
toward "the Bosnia situation "
Supporting the troops we have in Bosnia is the least we can
do, and perhaps the only way we can keep [rom ignoring the
tragedy that has taken place in Bosnia.
The U. . i more domestically oriented than any oth er
country. Specifica ll y, each person needs to pause and really
think about why we shou ld be involved in Bosnia. On the
whole, we need to pause as a nation and reall y think about our
role in the world in genera l. We need to quit tak in g our status
as a major world powerf or granted, before it is too late. We
may not always have a lot to be proud of as a nation. After all, it
is doubtful that many Americans would not punish Hitler for
his crimes if they were given the c hance. So, how can we let this
opportunity for justice pass us by?
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Take a look through the eyes of a child
At the stan of this new year there was some·
thing missing. Bill Watterson, creator of "Calvin &
Hobbes," had retired after drawing for nearly 10
years.
For those who don't k now, "Calvin & Hobbes" is
a cartoon strip. Calvin is a young boy with an over
active im agination. He
faced challenges from his
third grade teacher, a girl
Genesis
named Susie Perk ins and
Brown
his parents. Hobbes is
Senior Class
Calvin's stuffed tiger that
President
shares all of Calvin's
adventures, pranks and
Guest
philosophy on life.
Commentary
Through Watterson's
drawings Calvin came to
gersonif y the simplicity of
a child. Moreover, he examined the complexity of
the adult world and the circumstances surrounding this world. Calvin reminds us of our childhood
and how simple everything was when we were
young.
An example of this 1s Calvin's simplistic

explanation for snow angels; they are angels that
fall from hea ven that pass. through the atmosphere and only leave their imprints when they
impact on theearrh. In one of my favorite strips,
Calvin sta tes that the "world is a complicated
place." Hobbes responds, "Whenever it seems that
way, I take a nap in a tree and wait
for dinner."
The world always seems
simpler when we look through
the eyes of a child. Why that is I
may never know, but whenever
we look to the past, the problems
we thought were earth shattering
were really only stumbling bloc ks
to an enjoyable life.
There are some problems that
are earth shattering, bm those are
the challenges that draw our strength out and let
us know we are alive. But until we are faced with
these challenges we really don't know our
strengths. Since we were all children once, we
have the strength to conquer any challenge. just
remember to watch out for those fall ing angels.

Enemy dancers just keep on moving
As we go through life, we are confronted with
Then came the Christmas formal, the occasion
severa l questions that challenge us. These quescelebrating the seasons, rich in food and (espetions make us ponder the most profound topics.
cially on this particular night) drink One enemy
They include questions such as "What is the sound
dance member, loopy on egg-nog, decided to take a
of one hand clapping? If a tree fails in a forest, and
break by leaning on the nea rest support, wh ich
no one is there to hear it does it make a noise? Does happened to be an arch of helium balloons. In the
~~~~~~~~------ process of seeking the suppon he
the light stay on in the
refrigerator when the door r
needed for relief from his spinning
is closed?" Most confusing
Joe
head, he discovered that helium
and thought provoking to
balloons are not very structurally
me lately, "What is it that
Wholley
sound. He learn ed this lesson as he
causes some to lose all
Ass,stantlnt.News&
struck the ground , tak ing the
Business
Editor
control and sensibility
balloon arch and several balloons
with him.
when they get to a dance
And the dancers danced on
hall and become enemy
Commentary
(while dodging loose balloons).
dancers7"
More recently, at the
This is a question that l
have been asking myself
Valentine's Day dance entitled
since this year's homecoming dance. lt came to me
"Sea of Love," several enemy dancers dec1ded to
as I saw the danger and pain inflicted by certain
celebrate the occasion in Greek tradition by
enemy dancers on certain others as they hopped
gleefully tossing and shattering their empty
and bopped, violently swinging their limbs to the
glasses. Unfortunately, the many on the dance
rhythm of the music spun by the energetic DJ. The floor that were shoe less due to pain inflicted by
violence wah which they moved was enough to
sti Ienos while dancing, found themselves lightmake some want to seek the protection of a hockey footing it back to their tables to allow workers to
helmet, shoulder pads, and a cup. That wasn't the
sweep the floor clean of the hazardous glass chips.
worst of it, though. l was out on the !iny dance
And the dancers danced on (as soon as the floor
floor defending my plot from invading dancers
was swept.)
Why do they do it? What comes over certain
when an enemy dancer sunk to the lowest of low. I
knew something out of the ordmary had happened individuals at these events that transforms them
into the enemy dancer? Is it the adrenaline rush
when I heard people shouting, some in jest and
some in absolute horror One of the enemy, the
caused by the music's beat? Maybe it's due to the
rough and rowdy dancers, had come to the
intox1cating drinks served? Whatever it is, I hope I
conclusion that it was just too hot to stay fully
never attend a school sponsored dance lacking the
clothed, and decided to try natural ventilation.
enemy dancer. They make it worthwhile to be
Yes, that's right. He mooned the crowd of
there. They give us something to laugh at and
shimmiers and shakers.
somethmg to talk about at dinner in the cafeteria
And the dancers danced on (as soon as the full
the next day. They are the real reason that l shell
out $45 to attend the event.
moon was eclipsed by its pants.)

quesnons to ask My two cents: CN, get all
the informanon and print it! SU, print something yourselves, or distribute the bill , or
put a sign upaskingforsuppon. Therewa
not enough done if you truly wanted student support and not just a house of representatives. I went out and got the i nformation because people hke Auricchio exts t.
Maybe he wasn't 100%correct, but that's no
reason to yell at him and the CNfor printing
criticism. But it 1s a chance for the SU to
show just how important this is. Don't waste
your time criticizing criticism You have
the answers, give them to students like me.
And in case you didn't realize it, Mr. Presi dent and theSU, !do not oppose this. I think
others would support you too, that is, if they
didn't have to go arou nd seeking out SU
members to explam it to them.

I am writing Jn response to the SABB
debate. oL about the SABB and its plusses
ormmu es omuchasthewayithasbeen
presented, the way students have been
treated , and the bantering since the last
three responses to jaime Auricchio's article
(Feb ll CN)
L Thank you james Auricchio! Your
article got me to ask about the SA BB. For
three years my mterest was at best minimal , but the questions you asked pushed
me to "inform"m yself. Unfortunately,! had
the same questions that you did.
2 But w hiie l fou nd Auricchio's letter
"insptring" it wasn't particularly "flattering" to j CU students. I also didn't find the
responses helpful. Starting with the first
article printed and every letter following, Elizabeth Dudash
students have been put into three catego- Class of 1997
ries: either we are CN writers who "have a
grudgeagainsttheSU"(Lynch'scommems
Women cannot be denied the
in the Feb. 8 1ssuel Or we are a student
right to choose
body that "can't be trusted tO vote" (A uricAfterreadingLynch'sletter2(Feb.l CN),
chic in the Feb. 8 issue). Or we are "in the
basement of Dolan playing 'Cent ury Club "' I found myself to be a little disturbed. Dis(everyone, Feb. 8 issue). [ask myself if they curbed because I am a woman who firm! y
know what the"averagestudent" does~ We believes that no one has the right to take
read the paper, we are involved in activities away the freed om of choice from another
that may not be considered "SU activiues" woman. 1find there is nmhing more cruel
and we are interested in our SU but don't and harmful to a woman and/or ch ild than
have the time to be involved (isn't that why bringing an unwanted child into this world.
we have representation?) Wearenotshown It is unhealthy for the woman as well the
the proposal, we don't vote on it, we don't chlid,whetheryouarelookingatthepresent
"see it" in the CN, or the SU newsletter. or ortheir possiblefutures. To make abortions
handed out .
illegal again would be a form punishment
MaybetheSUd
support1How towomen's bodiesand minds.
aboutjl.lstge era lyi nformingrheindiv id uToLynch'spointconcerningRoe v.Wade,
als that do not have the time to show up at it was an accomplishment that needs to be
SU meetings? Should I have had to seek this commended rathert han repnmanded. This
informa ti on 1 didn 't know existed? wasawomanwhofoughrandwonthe case
Shouldn 't we be grateful to people like for other women. The purpose behind the
Auricchio who bring it to our attention?
case was nor one to legalize, "murder," but
3. jeff Becherer, ilyou a.re g
g~':.I.IJJJ,;,....J~~,.~~· uJ.I.Wp;.;lil!l./JI!.I.<;.IJ..I.;.i.l,ll.!.I.I.LI,\;,lll:.I.IO.loiOI.
plain about "ad horns" then don't ad hom of Sara Weddington (the lawyer who won
back Even if, as you and Lynch assert, the case), "T he battle was never 'for aborAuricchio's cri ti cism is "uni nformed," then tion '... The battle was for the basic right of
why not inform us instead of bantering women to make their own decisions." The
about how he is "being petty." Doing that importance of this case is one that symbolonly makes you look just as "petty" as you izes the struggles of women and their ac·
claim he is. Tavol.ario et. al., you acknowl- complishments th roughout time.
While Lynch does touch on important
edge that the SU "ca n take attacks" and that
thecommentary"wasn't groundedin facts", and sensit ive issues, 1 believe we need to
but we never got the chance to read the supportthefreedomof choiceforwomenas
facts.
the illegalization of abortion again would
We ca nn ot be involved in everythmg, be a form of regression as well as neglectof
but we do care. Why talk above our heads? women's inherent rights.
Noaniclegaveaclearexplanation(notgood
enough for me at least) to the average stu- Rachel Bowers
dent. At least Auricchio's article gave us Class of 1996
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As the SU elections near, it is once again
time again that we, the students, re·evaluateourselvesand th e d1rect10n of our school.
We must take responsibilityforour SU,even
if that means simply voting !11 theelecuons.
As the candidates' campaigns kick off. I
just want tO remind the student body that
the elecnons are not populamy contests.
Nor are they meant to be based on name
recognition only. I urge everyone to get to
know all thecandidatesand become familiar with both their character and what they
stand for. It is the responsibihty of every
student to both get informed and to cast an
educated vote.
james K Sullivan
Class of 1998

ACM responds to article on
World Wide Web
Two weeks ago, Lisa Viscusi tntervicwcd
me aboutjCU's home page As the Association of Computing Machinery's (ACM)
president, 1 tried to help her better understand wha t a home page was and to ex plain
to her ACM 's future plans of creating home
pages for cam pusorga niza tions and departments. After our dtscuss1on 1 asked her to
verify the article with my advisor before
printing it. Marc Kirschenbaum found it in
the best interest of everyone to wa1t one
more week before running the article. ACM
had not yet had the chance to discuss our
plans with Information Services We also

thought it would help Viscus1 1f she waited
for our demo to be complete and come to
view n herself, to gain a better understand
1ng of home pages and our future project.
She /Vtscusd quoted mem bersof our organizanon without our permtssion (Feb. 8
CN} We expliCitly requested this matenal
not be released yet and therefore had not
agreed tot he use of our quotes
So, why am I so upset about the article
beingpubii~hedoncweekearly.? ACM never
got thechancetoconf ront mformauon ser
vices They found out our plans, not from
us,butby.readingtheC . Thearnclemakes
1t appear as if Kirschenbaum and ACM did
not have the con tderation to approach ln formanon Services before gomg to the CN
ACMhadeveryintentionofd1s u singthls
with mformation services first, and thus we
requested a delay
My hopei that Viscusl'sjudgment does
not cause tnformation services to tell us
that wecannotdoourprO,JeCt. My concern
1s not just the loss of funds for ACM, but also
the exposure campu orgamzations will
miSS Out On
1 hope everyone learn that although
your permission is requested before publishing an art1cle, your judgment may. be
ignored. Make sure you are ready to have
your mformation published before sharmg
11 with the CN.

Wash1ngton Post
In the early. stages of the 1988 presiden·
tial campa ign, the late Lee Atwater,George
Bush'scampaign manager,spent what time
he could watching what the De mocrats
were up to. Atwater was petrified by the
campaign of Richard Gephardt, who ended
up winning the Iowa caucuses.
Atwater, hke most people sophisticated
about politics, did not pretend to have a
complicated theory about why voters do
what they do. Atwater, a southerner, had
faith in populism. The Republicans won
when campaigns were dominated by social-issue populism. The Democrats won
when they put economic populism to the
fore. Gephardt was scary because he was
trying to unite Democrats on economics,
including opposition to free trade, and
Gephardt'sslogan, "It's Your Fight, Too,"had
the populist feel that Atwater respected
Atwater's approach suggests that the best
way to look at a contest such as the one that
ended in Iowa Monday night is not to focus
s1mply on winners and losers but also to
listen to what candidates and voters were
telling each other
Bob Dole's great strength was srralghtforward: He 1s, without quesuon, the most
plausible president 1n the Repubhcan Held
©The

-

,.

-

jackie Brown
Cia~ of 1997

l::dicor's Note: Itt s notJOumali:>t ic prowcolto
request permission to pn nl tnjormation volunteered by a source on record.

From around the nation...
- ~~ ~
....

Populist politics: Which approach to take
E.J. Dionne Jr.

Jon Kase

Students' responslbllty to cast
Informed votes

The prospect of a Dole presidency 1s not
particularly. frightening to anyone. He is
what he is- a practical, intelligent, experienced Washington type. Washington types
may not be popular, but they are not particularly worrisome.
Lamar Alexander got into content1on
not because of his plaid·shirt·weari ng,a ntiWashington posturing, but because he is
Dole Light. Like Dole, he has governmental
experience, includingserioustime in Washington. But he is younger, less well known
and therefore harderroattackAnd because
he stayed out of rhe worst of the dreadful
neg an ve campaigning! hat has engu lfed the
Republican contest, Alexander seemed
clean and refreshing
Which leaves Pat Buchanan and Steve
Forbes, the only candidates to generate real
mterest so far Both seem to believe what
they say. Both have ignored the Washmgton obsession with the budget and campaigned on orherissues.Buchanan has been
both the truest behever in social conservatism. Atwater would have understood this
mix.
Forbes has been the candidate of free
lunches and negative advertismg. The first
served htm well, s1nce he mjecred Ronald
Reagan-style optimism about the possibih·
nes of lov.. ta xe~ and econom1c growth

However 1mplausible the program, many
voters want more than fiscal austerity.
On the other hand, Forbes was "Richie
R1 ch,"who used his vast fortune to trash the
rest of the Republican field. This issue
caused Forbes trouble at the end of the Iowa
race, and all of Forbes's Republican opponents unapologetically invoked class warfare against him. This suggests (l) that voters rea lly don't like negative ads, and (2)
that even Republicans know in their hearts,
as Atwater did , that a certain amount of
class warfare can go a long way.
If you're looking long-term, the implicat ions of the Republican race so far are pretty
clear. First, you can gam more ground by
talktng about living standards than the
budget Second, that the tired ideological
categories that havedommated the past year
in Washington don't turn on even Republican voters. Dole fell back not on the great
thmgs the new Repubhcan majority had
accomplished but on the fact that he was
safe and solid.
Clinton may look like a wmner against
any of these potential Republican opponents. But the mere fact that such 1m plausible presidents as Forbes and Buchanan
have won such a he an suggests a stirring
m the country that Atwater, at least, would
have understood
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Witness to Accident?
Looking for two Good
Samaratins who assisted
after auto-pedestrian accident at Okalona and
Miramar oon Dec. 16,
1995. Please Call Atty.
McCarnley at 861-0022.
Want to feel good? Start
by helping other people.
Come to the Project
H.O.P.E. meetings this and
every Sunday, 9:00 p.m.
Jardine Room. We need
your help.
For Sale: Specialized
Team M2 Bike. Manitou 3,
Ringle, XT Rapidfire plus
and full XT components.
Extra features & trick
components. Call 3975511.
HELP WANTED: CRUISE
SHIP NOW HIRING-Earn up
to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal
and full-time employment
available. No experience
necessary For more information call (206) 971 3550 ext. 561.

necessary. Call (206)
971-350 ext. 561.
TELEMARKETERS
WANTED: East side company looking for enthusiastic, reliable workers to
sell Rolling Stone magazine to our existing customers. No cold sales,
just easy money. We can
offer: Automated phones,
monthly
incentives,
weekly bonuses, guaranteed base rate, friendly
atmosphere, Mon.-Thurs
from 6:00-10:00PM plus
one weekend, opportunity
for advancement, 271 I
Chagrin location. We are
ideally looking for college
students looking to earn
up to $15 per hour and
gain useful experience for
future employment! Call
today for an interview.
292-7010.

BABY-SITTER WANTED:
Energetic and playful for 3
yr. old. Flexible hours and
good pay. 5 minutes from
JCU, must have transpiration. Duties, play, read
stories, mall trips and
must take to the park, no
cleaning or cooking.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Please call 381-6320
Students Needed! Fishing Also, anyone interested in
industry Earn up to a summer job, p ease caiT.
$3,000-$6,000+
per
month. Room and Board! Seeking child care in our
Transportation! Male or home for our three young
Female. No experience children one morning per

iiHE ~PATS

week. We pay well for responsible, loving care.
Walking distance from
Gesu/JCU 381-7584.

CHILD CARE: Adorable 14
month old boy looking for
a baby-sitter in Orange
Village. Part - Time week
days and some Saturday
PARTY ON THE BEACH evenings. Non-smoker,
SPRING Cancun Mexico own transportation. Reffrom $339. Panama City erences. Call 349-4 772
Beach from $129. Includes Daily parties, House Keeper-Baby Sitter
evening club parties, and Wanted: Needed five
great
discounts!!!! hours daily, Good Hourly
(800)988-TOUR. Get a Wage, Car will be needed.
group of 14 together and Non-smoker. 991-2567.
you travel free!!!
11

JOB AVAILABLE - NANNY
WANTED for third grade
girl just minutes fromJCU.
MUST have reliable transportation. Hours 7:00AM8:30AM and 3:00-7:00PM
with some additional
hours for running errands
at your convenience
Good pay, nice people,
great perks! Possibly for
summer employment
also. Call Vince Gennaro
963-5520 days.

M&J

Mom, Yoou work so diligently in your studies &
your job in poli-sci. .. and
most definitely at being a
Mom too. I just wanted to
thank you for all the "I love
U's." You're the best & I
love U too. Dad too. P.S. I
will graduate. MCVV

The End"
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NEEDED: Nighttime babysitter sleeping arrangement available. 10 year
old boy. Hours 6:00pm8:30 am. Easy Job. Call
John 382-2639 or voice
mail at 485-6862.
EDl:D: Chfld care in our
South Euclid home, 3 afternoons/week 2:306:00, for a 3 month old.
381-3899.

GG: No matter what, the
idea was pure brilliance,
messing up the system.
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by Jeff Pickering

Reach your goal.
Study abroad.
OUT ON A LIMB

by Gary Kopervas

T

he choices you
make today build
your prospects for

tomorrow. Choose to study
abroad . An experience in
another country will help
you to visualize, define and
reach your goals. Take the
first step and call for our

qe by

Mark Szorady

free catalogs today. Specify
Australia, Great Britain,
Greece, Ireland, Austria,
Mexico, or Peace Studies.

1.800. 755.5607

http://www. beaver.edu/
cea@beaver.edu

Ctnrt:r fo r Educa11on Abroad

